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Dan Hauser, Chairman 
Assembly Committee on Housing & Community Development 
Redevelopment Legislation 
As Chairman of the Housing and Community Development 
Committee, it is my pleasure to inform you of the significant 
actions taken in the area of redevelopment this past session. 
The Housing and Community Development Committee has addressed 
several significant issues including expanding a redevelopment 
agency's authority outside the project area, provisions for 
child-care within project areas, examining expenditures in the 
Low & Moderate Income Housing Fund, and several innovative 
financing options for the construction of multi-family rental 
units. 
This report lists significant bills which have been signed 
. and vetoed. I hope this information will be of interest to you 
and your staff. 
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Since the passage of Proposition 13 in 1978, local governm::nts have had 
limited funding sources for camnmi ty development. Many cities and counties 
have had a tendency to reduce residential zoning in favor of the larger tax 
base generated by carmercial and industrial developments. Redeveloprent 
agencies, because of their ability to issue bonds against future tax-incrercent 
without approval of the electorate, are starting to becc:::me the daninant source 
of financing for public facilities and other infrastructure improvements. 
Additionally 1 insufficient residential zoning has increased the per unit cost 
of housing due to the higher cost of land. 
Under current state and federal administrations 1 housing :rroneys have been 
drastically reduced over the last eight years. The federal government, at one 
time the largest producer of affordable housing, has cut housing :rroneys by 77 
percent and has shifted funding fran programs for new construction to programs 
which subsidize existing units. 
Through all of these changes redevelop:nent agencies have remained one of the 
few sources of financing for profit and nonprofit developers of low and 
mcderate-incc:::me housing. Legislation in this last session has placed a greater 
responsibility on the agencies to finance the local jurisdictions' "fair share" 
of affordable housing (AB 1735 1 AB 4238, AB 4566 and AB 4567) . 
Over :the last ten years, redevelopment plans have contained more camnmity 
objectives including econanic developnent and transportation planning. This 
increased dependence on tax-increment bond financing has caused agencies to 
becc:::me oore creative in their approach to meeting these new challenges. This 
past session 1 the carmi ttee heard several measures which -would have expanded 
the agencies' authority outside the individual project area (AB 2178 and AB 
2181), and outside the territorial jurisdiction of the agency (SB 1719). 
Additionally 1 the statewide association of redevelopment agencies sought 
authorization to finance infrastructure improvements for carmercial and 
industrial developnents on nonblighted vacant land (AB 4281). Although the 
measure failed 1 the question remains as to where the money will cane fran to 
pay for the developnent and redevelopnent of California' s growing camnmi ties. 
AB 466 (Polanco): Multjfamily Rental Housing OUtside Project Area 
Extends the sunset date on authorization for redevelopment agencies which 
operate within jurisdictions with populations over 600 1 000 to provide 
financing for residential construction of multifamily rental units outside 
the project areas. 
Status: Chapter 324, Statutes of 1987. 
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AB 1735 (Isenbei:g) : Replacement Housinq 
Makes changes in several sections of redevelopment law regarding the 
redevelopnent agency' s responsibility to provide low-incane and 
moderate-incane housing, including tightening the reporting requirements to 
HCD and increasing an agency's replacement housing obligations for low- and 
moderate-incane housing units removed through redevelopment. 
Status: Chapter 1111, Statutes of 1987. 
AB 2178 (Polanco) : Revenue Boix1 Financing outside Project Area 
Authorized all redevelopment agencies to provide financing for construction 
and rehabilitation of residential structures, including certain mixed-use 
residential/commercial structures, outside the project area. 
Status: Referred to Interim Study. 
AB 2179 {Polanco) : Disposal of Smal] Residential DevelOfllEirl:S 
Existing law prohibits the sale or lease of property purchased with tax 
increment rronies until the local legislative body has held a public hearing 
and determined that the sale of the property is to the benefit of the 
redevelopment project area. This measure would allow the legislative body 
to authorize the agency to hold the public hearing instead if the housing 
project consists of four units or less. 
Status: Chapter 935, Statutes of 1987. 
AB 2181 (Polanco): Eminent Da:nain Outside the Project Area 
Specifically authorized redevelopment agencies to acquire property outside a 
project area through the use of eminent danain for the purpose of providing 
affordable housing to persons and families of low and moderate-incane. 
Status: Died in Assembly Housing and Comnunity Developnent 
AB 2182 (Polanco) : Early Retirement of Redevelq;m::m.t Bonds 
Authorizes a redevelopment agency to repurchase its bonds for cancellation 
at a price exceeding the principal a:rrount of the bonds, any accrued 
interest, and the redemption premium if the agency determines the repurchase 
is to the financial advantage of the agency. 
Status: Chapter 365, Statutes of 1987. 
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AB 3358 (Roos) -Child care Facilities 
Authorized the use of Low and Mo::lerate Inccm: Housing Fund :rroneys for child 
care facilities, upon a specified finding by the legislative bo::ly that no 
additional funding is required for housing within the jurisdiction of the 
agency. 
Additionally, the measure required every redevelopnent plan adopted or 
amended on or after January 1 1 1989 1 to make adequate provisions for child 
care facilities 1 unless the plan contains a finding that low- and 
:rroderate-inccme persons will not live or ~rk within the project area. 
stam.s: Vetoed 
AB 4138 (Polanco) -Project Area Camti.ttee Fozma.tian 
Requires the legislative body to adopt a prescribed procedure for the 
fonnation of a project area ccmnittee (PAC), including sending written 
notices to residential and business tenants and holding a :m.inirmml of one 
infonnational meeting prior to the selection of the PAC. 
Status: Chapter 1401, Statutes of 1988 
AB 4235 (Isenberg) - Reporting Requ:i.ra.Jetts 
Under existing law, a legislative bo::ly which wishes to receive a 
tax-increment allocation for its redevelopnent agency by the county 
auditor-controller is required to adopt a prescribed ordinance which states 
a debt limit under which the agency will canplete its redevelopnent plan. 
The county auditor-controller is not authorized to allocate :rroneys to an 
agency above the set debt limit. 
Under certain specified circumstances, a redevelop:nent agency with project 
areas established prior to 1977 may defer until 1996 allocating 20 percent 
of tax-increment mc::meys into its Low and Mo::lerate Income Housing Fund 
(Fund) • Due to the enactment of legislation passed last year 1 AB 1735 
(Chapter 1111, Statutes of 1987), these agencies must account for this lack 
of allocation as an indebtedness of the Fund. 
Provisions of this bill specify that this new indebtedness should not be 
counted toward the debt limit and directs the agenC'J to amend its debt limit 
to include the new Fund debt. The legislative body is not required to go 
through the nonnal plan amendment process, but is authorized to si.mply adopt 
an amended ordinance with an increased debt limit arrount at a duly noticed 
public hearing. 
An agency is protected under the provisions of this measure by language 
which directs a court to sustain the actions of the legislative bo::ly in any 
challenge to the amended debt limit ordinance unless the court finds that 
the legislative body's actions were arbitrary or capricious. 
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Additionally, the rreasure specifically authorizes a city or county to 
acquire property for the purpose of providing low- and rncrlerate-incane 
housing, revises the incare requirements for future residents of these 
properties, and requires that the units remain affordable for the longest 
feasible time but not less than 30 years. 
The measure also revises various reporting requirements for the agency' s 
annual report including subcategories for elderly and families of lCM and 
rroderate incane. The Department of Housing and Ccmmunity Developnent (HCD) 
is required under the provisions of this rreasure to transmit a copy of this 
report to all redevelopment agencies, as specified. 
Finally, the measure specifies that in any proceeding questioning the 
actions of an agency in regard to the validity of an expenditure fran rroneys 
designated for programs and projects which specifically befit persons and 
families of low and rroderate incane that the party raising the issue 
transmit a copy of the party's ~laint to the director of HCD within 10 
days of filing the canplaint with the court. The measure prohibits the 
court fran providing any relief action until this requirement has been met. 
Stab:Is: Chapter 1604, Statutes of 1988 
AB 4281 {Cortese): Rerlevel0fll8lt of Nonblighted Vacant Land 
Created a new type redevelopment project area, called a development district 
and authorizes the use of tax-increment bonds to finance public improvements 
and facilities within these districts. A development district is defined as 
an area which does not rreet the require:nents of a redevelopnent project area 
and which cannot be developed privately. 
Stab:Is: Sent to Interim Study. 
AB 4566 (Polanco & Fe:z:gusan) - Timely Expendiblres Fran '!be I£.W and ~ate 
Incc:ne Bowdng Fu:rd 
Requires the expenditure of all excess surplus in an agency' s li:::M and 
Mcx1erate Incorre Housing Fund within five years. If at the end of the 
designated five-year period any of the surplus is left in the fund, these 
rroneys shall be transferred to a county or local housing authority for 
expenditure within the territorial jurisdiction of the agency. Excess 
surplus is defined as the greater of: (a) $500,000 or {b) the aggregate of 
five years' of deposits. 
Stab:Is: Chapter 1565, Statutes of 1988 
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AB 4567 (Fe:cgusan & Polanco) - Lawful Expetxliblres fran the !..ow ani Moderate 
Inca:te Hcusin;J Fund 
Restricts the use of Fund moneys to on-site and off-site improvements which 
directly and specifically improves or increases the community's supply of 
low- or moderate-income housing. 
Additionally, the rreasure authorizes the use of LcM and Moderate Income 
Housing Fund money for insurance premiums that may be required during the 
construction or rehabilitation of residential property and specifies that an 
agency may credit its LcM and Moderate IncOJ:re Housing Fund an arrount equal 
to the loss of revenue due to below market sale of specified residential 
property. 
Status: Chapter 1564, Statutes of 1988 
SB 444 (Be:r:geson) : Definition of a Project Area 
Makes technical and nonsubstantive changes in the definition of a project 
area. The purpose of this bill is to clarify that blight caused by pcor 
planning and inappropriate subdivisions may be corrected through 
redevelop:nent. 
Status: Chapter 403, Statutes of 1987. 
SB 481 (Russell): Pa.saOena Redeveloprent 
Validates an agreement between the Redevelopnent Ccmnission of Pasadena and 
the City of Pasadena dated July 7, 1986, including any a:rrendments adopted 
before July 13, 1987. 
Sta:b.ls: Chapter 1010, Statutes of 1987. 
SB 851 (McCorquodale): Financial Responsibility of Agencies to Fire 
Deparbien:ts 
Authorizes fire protection districts to request additional moneys from 
redevelopment agencies to help alleviate any financial burdens to the 
districts brought on by the implementation of the redevelopnent plans . This 
rreasure applies to redevelopment plans adopted prior to January 1, 1977. 
Status: Chapter 622, Statutes of 1987. 
SB 1719 (Presley) - Exportation of !..ow and Moderate Incane Fund Moneys to 
Counties 
Under existing law, a redevelor;:ment agency is required to e..xpend all 
redevelopment tax-increment moneys within the territorial jurisdiction of 
the agency. 
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This treasure would have authorized the City of Indian Wells to finance the 
construction of new housing in the County of Riverside with property tax 
increment rconeys in the agency' s IOil and Moderate Inccrce Housing Fund. 
Status: Vetoed 
SB 2520 (Mello) - Artist Living/Work Space 
Specifically authorized a redevelopnent agency to provide specified 
financial and technical assistance to eligible applicants regarding the 
acquisition and rehabilitation of living and work spaces for qualified 
artists. 
Additionally, the treasure recarrmends cities and counties to adopt 
alternative building regulations for the conversion of underutilized 
cat'l.tercial and industrial buildings to joint living and work space for 
qualified artists. 
Status: Vetoed 
SB 27 40 (Kqt>) - Adopt:icn of a Redeve:1.qm:m.t Plan 
This measure makes the follCJWing revisions regarding the adoption of a 
redevelopment plan: 
( 1) Extends the sunset date on the definition of financial detriment to 
January 1, 1991. 
( 2) Requires a redevelopnent agency to provide copies of all written 
information it has concerning ongoing and planned development in the 
proposed redevelopnent project area to members of the fiscal review 
ccmni ttee. Docum:nts which contain trade secrets or the financial 
condition of contractors are exerrpted from this requirement. 
( 3) Requires the legislative body to make a prescribed written response 
to written objections of an affected property owner or affected 
taxing agency. 
(4) Requires a legislative body to hold a subsequent public hearing prior 
to the adoption of the redevelopirent plan if written objections have 
been presented to the legislative body. 
Status: Chapter 1510, Statutes of 1988 
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APPENDIX 1 
Assembly Bill 1735 (Isenberg) 
Status: Chapter 1111, Statutes of 1987 
(J) 
Assembly lliU No. 1735 
CfiAfTER 1111 
An act to amend Sections 33080.6, 3333~.2, 333~i.3, 3~:H.6, and 
33413 of, to amynd, repeal. and aqd SectioJl a30SO.'\f of, anq to ad<l 
SectioJl ~3011.~ to, the Health aJld Safety Poqe, relating to housiJlg. 
,~ ' ' 
[.1\.ppmve<l by Governo. r September 2-i, l. 98. 7. File!l with 
Se!!rl'!tarr of State :::!eptember l!S1 l~S7.] ·. 
. . 
J.,EGlSLA,TIYE COUNSEL'S PlG~T . 
. AB.1735, Isenberg. · Jledevelopment: hpusing. 1 . ( 1) Existing law requires, with certain ex(!eptioO$, that wt\t:ln 1 
redevelopment project destroys or qtherwise remove$ dwelling pnits 
fron~ tht;J low- .and moderate-iJ}come housing market tha~ 'tlly q.njt' 
be replaced, a11 specified. Exis~ing law also reqpires tpe Pepartment 
of Housing and Community Development to annually report Of\ 
redevelopment activities. · · 
This bill would req4ire t}le annual report of the PepartmeJl~ of 
Housing and Community Development untilJamJ~ry l, 19~1. to 
include a listing of redevelopment ~roject~ yvitho!lt these 
replacement-hou~ing obligations, reports of redevelopmen~ agetlcy 
findings respecting low- and moderate• income Jloqsing ppligations, 
and reports of prqject area mergers. · · 
(2) Existing law requires, with respect to redevelopment projects 
begun and areas added to redevelopment projec~ areas on or after 
January 1, 1977, that 20% of any taxes allocated for redevelppment 
under a redevelopment plan providing for so-called tax-in<;reJTient 
financing, be used for low• and moderate-income I}PHsing, I,Uiless the 
agency makes certain findings. 
This bill would revise the require111ents for these findings and 
require the findings to be made annually. The· bill would, wjth 
certain exceptions, require low- and modera~e-income };lousing unit~ 
developed or assisted with these moneys, pursuant to agreements . 
approved by redevelopment agencies on or after Janq.ary l, 1988, to 
remain affordable, as specified, for the longest feasiple tj111e, but not 
less than 15 years in the case of rental housing aJld 10 years in the case 
of owner-occupied units. The bUI would require the redevelopment 
agency to provide for enforcement through recorded covenants or 
restrictions enforceable by the agency ;md the citY or county. The 
bill would also require protection of the agency'a investment in 
owner-occupied units of this housing during the lO-year restriction 
pursw.mt to an adopted progra1,11 that would include allocation to the 
agency of a pres<;ribed portion of t}le proceeds of s!lles during the 
10-year period. Insofar as these requirements would apply t~ 
redevelopment projects commenced prior to the bill'~ effective elate, 
the !:>ill }Vould impose a state-mandated local pro~ram. 
APPENDIX 1 
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, (~), l}IJ<l~r t:JXi,sting la\Y, a redevelopment agency may defer the· 
'ab9've, . housipg: ol?ligllti<:ms Jort prescribe<l reasons. ; , 
J:pi~ ,Nl\ ~q. l;ll.4, d_~d~r~ . apr Aeficit ere a. te.d thereby to be an indebtedne~s of the re<leveJopment project anq wol.lld eliminate an 
eXisti11g fequirefl)ellt for ~n ;agency: '('eSO}I.ltiOn. 
(i) · Uuder e~isting law, a n::development agency is required to 
:replace low·. ~rn<l mo<lerate~income housjng:destroyed or removed 
from that qousing market by . r~developmenJ iq redevelopment 
,projects for whicA the fina~ plan is ~dopted on or after January 1,19761 
11Ad in ~.reas adde<l. tp pre"1976 red~velo.pmen~ projects oq or after 
that dl.lte· Existing law additionally requiret~ specified percentages of 
. housing developed or Tf;}habjlitated in a redevelopment project to be 
low· ()r moderate-incQme housing. lilS spepified. Existing law requires 
this.hol.lsing to .be co111mitted to for this occupancy for at least the 
duration of land ut~e (!ontrols ~n ~he redevelopmellt plan. 
This hill would require the above housil1g to be committed to this 
occupAncy, bu~ for not less than the duration of the redevelopment 
Ja11d Ul!~ . controls, 11$ specified. · T}lis biU would delete general 
~pplicability of th~ replacement-housing obli~ationl! to areils added 
to prFl·l979 redevFJJopment projects on 1\t.Od ~fter January 1, 1976, and 
wou}f:l, instead make tqe requjremePt~ for· repl\lCemellt housing 
applicahle to pr'e-\976 redevelopment projects as to, dwelling units 
destroyed or removed from. the low-'~nc:l moderate-income housing 
market on or 11fter January t, 1996. lJlsofar as these requirements 
would apply· to redevelopment projepts commenceq prior to the 
bill's effective <late, ~he bill would impose a state-mandated lo.cal 
program.· 
·. (5) The Califon~ia Constitution requires the state to reimburse 
local agencies and school districts for qertain costs mandateq by the 
state. · Statqtory provisions establish procedures for making that 
reimbursement, I11cludi11g the creation of. a State Mandates Claims 
fund to pay t}le co~ts of mandates which do not exceed $500,000 
statewide aJld other procedures for claims 'whose statewide. costs 
exceed $500,QOO .. 
This bill would provide that no reimbursement shall be made from 
tne ~tate Mandates Clailns funq for cos.ts mandated by the state 
pursuant to this act, but. would recognize that local agencies and 
school qistricts may pursue any· available remedies. t9 seek 
reinlb\}rsement for these cpsts. • ' ' ', . • . • ' 
(6) This bill would incorporate additional changes i11 .sectioll 
33334.~ onhe Health and Safety-Code, propqsed by SB 1218, to be 
operative only if SB l218 and this bi~l are both chapteredand become 
eff~ctjve 011 or before January 1, 1988, and this bill is c:;haptered last. 
The fUJop!e pf the State pf California do enact as .follows: 
j d 
:SECTION 1. The Legislature reaffirms· its finding and L9~£laJ:ati<?Jl, sta~eQ in SecUon ~3334.6 ~f ~r H~alth and Safety C~qel 
....Q 
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that the provision of housing is itself a.fundamental P\lrpose of the 
Community Reqevelopment J...aw and that a ge~erally inadequate 
statewide supply of decent, safe, ap.d sanitary housing affordable to 
persons of low and moderate income, as defined by Sectio.g 50093 of 
that code, threatens the accomplishment of the primary purposes of 
the Community Redevelopment Law, including job ~reation, . 
attracting new private investments, and cre11ting physical, economic, 
social, and environmental conditions to remove and prevent the 
recurrence.of blight, and that the provision of affordable housing by 
redevelopment agencies and the use of taxes allocated to the agencY 
pursuant to s1;1bdivision (b) of ~ection 33670 of that code is of 
statewide benefit and of parUc~;Ilar benefit and assist1p1ce tQ allJocal 
governmental agencies where the housing is provided. 
SEC. 2. Section 33011.~ is added to the Health and SafetY Code, 
to read: , ' ' . 
33011.2. "Director'' means tp!:'l Djrector of Hot.lsing and 
Community Development. · 
SEC. 3. Section 33080.,. of the Health and Safety Code is ~e,Pded 
to read: , ' · 1 ' , ' l · 
33080.4. For the purposes of compliance with subdivision (c) of 
Section 33080.1, the description of the agency's activities shall contain 
the following infoflllation regardless of whether each a.ctivity is 
funded exclusively by the state or federal government, for ea~h, 
project area and for the agency overall: · 
(a) Pursuant to Section 33413, Ult;: total nul(Uber of households, 
including separate subtotals of the numbed of pouseholds for 
persons and families of low or moderate income and very low income 
households; that were displaced 0r moved from their dwelling units 
as part of a redevelopment project of the agency during the p:revious 
fiscal year. . . · , 
(b) Pt,1rsuant to Section 33413.5, the total numl:>er of households, 
including separate subtotals of the numbers of households for 
persons and families oflow or moderate incom!:') and very low income 
households, that the agency estimates will be displaced or will move 
from their dwellings as part of a redevelopment prqject of the agen~y 
during the present fiscal year. 
(c) The total number of dwelling units housing persons and 
families of .low and moderate income . and. very low income 
households, respectively, which have been destroyed or reJpoved 
from the low- or moderate-income housing market during the 
previous fiscal year as part of a redevelopment project of the agency. 
(d) The total numbers of agency-assisted dwelling units which 
were constructed, rehabilitated, acquired, or subsidized during ~he 
previous fiscal year for. occupancy at an affordable housing cost by 
persons and families of low and moderate income and very low 
income households, respectively. 
(e) The status and use of the Low and Moderate Income Housing 
Fund created pursuant to Section 33334.3, including information on 
APPENDIX 1 (continued) 
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the use of iliis fund for very low hlcome lwuseholds, lowt:)r in<;ome 
househqlds a~d hqusehpld!i for persons f;lm! 1 families of lo\Y or 
moderate income. · . ', 
· (f) Any other information which the l,lgen~Y J:>elieves '1-tsefql to 
explain it~ houiiing programs, incl~;Iding, b~t not limited to, l}.ousing 
for persops and families of other thai\ low and moderate inCofPe. 
This ~ecUon shall remain in effect onJy u11til Jaquary 1, 1991, .and 
as of that date is repealed,· unless a later enacted s'tatute, ·which is 
cma<;ted before Jan~arY 1, 1991, deletes or extends that date .. , 
SEP. 3.~. SQction 3301lQ.i is adqed fo the f{ealth and SafetY CodQ, 
to reaq; , , I • 
· 3308Q.i:. f'<U' the purposes of.compliafl{:!:'l wUh paragrapq (e) qf 
Secti<m ~~1, the descriptioq of the agency~s activities sh!lll ~optain 
·the follqwiPg in.fqnnaUon irrespective oJ · whether. qr nqt each 
activity is funded .e:xcl~;Isively by the state. or fedentl governm:ent: 
(a) The ~otal np~ber ofhot;ts!:'lholdll thllt were displaced qr moved 
from their dwellin~ \lllils as part of a redewlopmept prpjel:i~ qf the 
agency during the prev(ous fisca.l ye~r. . , , 
(b) The total numl:>er of households t.Pat the ageqcy estimates will 
be dispfaC!:')Q Or wil} rAOVe from their dwellings a& part of a 
redevelopme,pt project of the agency' dur~ng tlw present fisca,l year. 
(c) Th!:'l tqtal number of dw~IUng units hqu$ing persons and 
families of low and moderate incorpe which hav~ been de~trqr,ed or 
.removed from th~ low" or moderatc::-incom~ h9H~fng marl<et clt.Jring 
' tile prevjous fisc;al )rea~ "~ p3rt of a redev~loplJlent proje~t pf ~lle 
agency. · 1 . 1 , • , 
· (d)· Th!:! tot11l number ,of dwelling units whiCh the agencr, pas 
caused to be constructed, rehabilitated. or developed during ~he 
previqps QScfll rear for QCPppanpy at I aP ~;tffordaf:>le. housing post by 
persons. ancl famUie~. of low !Pld Jlloderate .iJWPme. 1 
This secRon ~hii+ll become operat~ve Janu~ry l. 1991. 
SEC. 4. ~ection 3308<),6 of the Health and S1:1f~ty Cpde i~ aq1,e,nded 
to read; ' . .. · . · · . . . . . • , : 
33080.6. On or before Aprill .of each y~ar, the departrpent ~hall 
compile • and pt.Jhlish reports of the activjtie~ . of redt\!vel()pment 
agencies for the previouli fiscal Y!:'l4ll', based qn ~he in{orma~jop 
reporte~ pursuant to s~;Ibdivision (c) of S~cti0n, :l30@.1 aJIQ reporting 
the types of tlf\dings made PY J:lgencies pursuant to paragr11ph. (1}, 
(2), or (3) of subdivision (a) ofSectioJl 3333-f.~, inc;Juding. the date 
qf the fi\ldings. Tt'le c,lepartment's coropilat\on $half ~;§o r~port op the 
project area' Illergers rt\!POrted pursQsl!lt to Jlflct•.op 334.88 .. The 
department.shall puqlish this infQrTPatic>n for'eacl'\ 'Project area pf 
each redevel()pment agency. These rePPfl~. may .aho ppptalJl the 
·biennial review. of relopaUon :assistanc~ reCJJ.tired .by.S,ection ®1QQ. 
The first reporLp~;~bU~hed pursuant io this sec,tion shall be for :tJw 
l98i-85 fiscal year. For fiscal· year 1987-a8 and succeeping, ~cal 
years,. the report shall contahl a Jist of those project area.s w~ich are 
.not ~J.Jb)ec~ to the requirements of St::ction :}3·U3. . 
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This section shall remain in effect only until January 1, 1991, and 
as of that date is repealed unless a later enacted statute, whicl:j is 
enacted before January l, 1991, deletes or extends that date. 
SEC. 5. Section 333:}4.2 of tpe Health ilnd Safety Code is amended 
to read: · · · 
33334.2. (a) Not less than· 20 percent of all taxes whipp are 
allocated to the agency pur~uant. ~P Section ~3670 s);tall be us_ed by the 
agency ·for the purposes of increasing and . improvjng th<'l 
community's supply of low· and moderate-income housing· av~ilable 
at affordable ho\}sing cost, as defined by Section 50052.5~ to persons 
and families oflow or moderate income, as defined in Section 50093, 
and very low incom~ households, as defined in Section 50105, uqless 
one of the following findings is made annually by resolytion: · 
(1) That no need exists in the community to improve or increase 
the supply of low- and moderate-income housing in a lJlanner which 
would benefit the project area and that this finding is consistent with 
the housing element of the commtmity's general plan required by 
Article 10.6 (commencing wit}l Section 65580) of C}lapter 3 of 
Division 1 of Title 7 of the Government Code. 
(2) That some stated percentage less t}lan 20 percent of the taxes 
which are allocated to the agency pursu~t tp SeQtion 33670 is 
sufficient to meet the housing needs of the community and that this 
finding is consistent with the housing element of the community's 
general plan required by Article 10.6 (commencing with Section 
65580) of Chapter 3 of Division 1 of Title 7 of the Government Code. 
(3) That the community is making a substantial effort to meet its 
existing and projected housing needs, including its spare of the 
regional housing needs, with respect to persons and families of low 
and moderate incolJle, particularly very low income households, as 
identified in the housing element of the community's general plan 
required by Article 10.6 (commencing with Section 65580) of 
Chapter 3 of Division I of Title 7 of the Government Code, and that 
this effort, consisting of direct financial contributions of local funds 
used. to increase and improve the supply of bousin~ affordable to 
persons and families oflow or moderate income and very low income 
households, is equivalent in impact to the funds otherwise required 
to be set aside pursuant to this section. In addjtion to any other local 
funds, these direct financial contributions may include federal or 
state grants paid directly to a community and which the community 
bas the discretion of using for the purposes for which moneys in the 
Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund may be used. The 
legislative body shall consider the need which can be reasonably 
foreseen because of displacement of persons and families of low or 
moderate income or very low income households from within, or 
adjacent to, the project area, because of increased employme11t 
opportunities, or because of any other direct or indirect result of 
implementation of the redevelopment plan. No finding under this 
subdivision may be made until the community has provided or 
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enspred ihe avail .. biUty of replacement dvvelling.\lnits as defined in 
Section 33il1.2 and tmtil i~ has ~omplied with the prov~~ions qf 
Article 9 (cowmencing witl}. Section ~3<£10), " 
(b) .Within 10 d~ys fpllovving .the making pf a finding l,lnder 
subdivision (a), the agency sllall sens:l the Department of Housing 
IUld Coqununity Developmeqt a ~~PY r;>f the finding, incl\ldJng the 
factual informatiPn supporting the Mding. . . . . 
(c) In 11ny litigation t~ cPI.lllenge or l:lUack a finding made. !lnder 
paragraph (1), (~), or·(3) of s!lbgivision (a), the byrdeJl s4all be 
upon the agencY to establish tha~. the finding is .supported by 
subl!tantial eyiden~e in light of the entire rec9rd befqre the agency. 
(d) Nothing in this section shall be con~true<l~;ts relieving any 
.other public entity or entity with the P9Wer of eminent domain of 
illY legal obligations for repl!l~emimt. or relocation housin~ ar~sin~ 
out of its activities. · 
(e) l.n carrying Qt.Jt tpe p1,1rpose of this segtion, the agencY ~Y 
exercise any or all pf its ppw~rs, · inclwling the. following: 
(1) Acquire land or lluiJcHpg sites. · · 
(2) Improve land Qf builcling sites wnh Op11ite Of ()ffsjte 
improvements· . 
(3) Donate land t<:> privflte or pubUc persqns qr entities. 
(4) Construct bujldings or structl_!.res. 
(5) ·Acquire hui,ldings m: structures. · . · , ; 
(6) Rehabilitate buildings Qf struct\lres. .. . , .. 
(7) Provide subsidies to, or fqr the benefit of, very low incqme 
households, as defined by Section 50l05, lower tnco!lle hoqsehol<,ls, as 
defined by Section 50079.5, or persons ancl famjlies of . low or 
moderate income, as defined by Section f$0093. , 
. (8) Develop plans, pay principal fl{ld interest on QOncls, loans, 
advanj::es, or other indebtedness, or pay financing or carrying 
charges. . · 
(f) The agency may use these funds to meet, in whole or in part, 
the repluceme~lt housing provisions in Section 334l:l· However, 
nothing in this section shall be construed as limiting in any way the 
requirements of that section. . . . 
(g) Tpe agency maY use these funds inside or oqtside t}le project 
area. The agency may pn}y use these funds outside the project area 
upon a resolution of the agency and the legislative body that such use 
will be of benefit to the project. The determination by the agency 
and the legislative body shall be final and conclusive as to the iss!le 
of benefit to the project area. The Legislatqre finds and fleclares that 
the provision of replacement housing pursuant to Section 33.,.l3 is 
always of benefit to a project. Unless the ~egis)ative body finds·llefore 
the redevelopment plan is adopted, that the provision of low, Md 
moderate-income housing outsfde the pr.pject 11rea will be of benefit 
to the project, the:: project area shall include property suitable for 
low· and moderate-income housing. 
(h) The Legislatur-e find$ and declares that expenditures or 
' 
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obligations incurred by the agency pursuant to this section shaH 
constitute an indebtedness of the project. 
(i) The requirerpents of this se()tion shall only apply to, taxes 
allocated to a redevelopment agency for ·which a final 
redevelopment plan is adopted on or after January 1, 1977, or for any 
area · which is added · ~o a project by an arpendment to a 
redevelopment plan, vvhich amendment is adopted on or after the 
effective date of this section. An ageocy may, by resolution, elect to 
ma\<e all or part of the requirements of thi~ section applicable to any 
redevelopment project for which a redevelopment plan wall adopted 
prior to January 1, 1977, subject to any indebtedf).ess i~curreq prior 
to the election. · ' · . ' , · · 
(j) (1) Notwithstanding Sections '50079.5, 50093, and 50105, for 
purposes of providing· assistance to mortgagors participating in a 
homeownership residentjal mortgage ryvenue bond program 
pursuant to Section 3:3750, or a home financing program pQrsuant to 
Section 52020, or a California Housing Finapce Agency home 
financing program, "area median ipcome'' means the nighest of the 
following: 1 
(A) Statewide median hoQsehold income, 
(B) Countywide median household income. 
(C) Median family income for the area, as determined bY the 
United States Department of lfoQsing and Urban Development with 
respect to either a standard metropolitan statistica~ area or fan area 
outside of a standard metropolitan statistical area. - · 
Nothing in Section 50093 shall prev~Jlt the ag~ncy from adopting 
separate family.size adjustment factors or prognimmatic definitions 
of income to qualify households, persons, and families for the 
programs of the agency. 
(2) To the extent that any portion of the Low and Moderate 
Income Housing Full(} is expended to provide assistance to 
mortgagors participating in programs whose income exceeds that of 
persons 'and families of low or mpderate income, as defined in 
Section 50093, the agency shall, within t~o years, expend or enter' 
into a legally enforceable · agreement to expend twice that ,sum 
exclusively to increase and improve the co~nmunity's supply of 
housing available at affordable hoQsing cost, as defined in Section 
50052.5, to lower income households, as defined in Section 50079.5, of 
which at least 50 percent shall be very low income households, as 
defined in Section 50105. · 
(3) In addition to the requirements of subdivision (c) of Section 
33413, the agency shall require that the lower and.very low income 
dwelling units developed pursuant to this subdivision remain 
available at affordable housing cost to lower and very low income 
households for at least 30 years, except as to d\Yelling units developed 
with the . assistance of federal or state subsidy programs which 
terminate in a shorter period and cannot be extended or 'renewed. 
(4) The agency shall iilclude within the report required by 
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Section 33080 informatiop. with respect to compliance by the agency 
with the reqQirements of this subdivision. · •. 
SEC. 5.5. Section 33334.2 of the Health and Safety Code, as 
'amended by Section 1 of SB 1218, is amended tq read: 
33334.2. ·(a) Not less than 20 percent of all taxes which are 
allocated to th.e agency pursuant to Section 33670 shall be used by the 
agency for 'the purposes of increasing and improving ·· the 
community's supply of .low- anli moderate-income housing available 
at affordable housing cost, as defined by Section 50052.5, to persons 
and f!lmiUes of low or moderate income, as defined jn Section 50093, 
and very low income households, as defined in Section 50105, unless 
one of the following findings is made annQally by· resolution: 
(1) That no need exists in the conilnQnity to improve orincrease 
the supplr, of low- and moderate-income housing in a manner which 
would benefit the project area and that this findiqg is consistent with 
the housing eleJl'lent of the community's genera) plan required by 
Article, 10.6 (commencing with Section 65580) of Chapter 3 of 
Division 1 of Title 7 of the Government Code. 
(2) That some stated p~rcentage less than 20 percent of the taxes 
which are allocated to the agency pursl)ant to Section 33670 is 
sQfficient to meet the housing needs of the commQnity and that this 
finding js consistent with the housing element of the ·COmmunity's 
general plan required by Article 10.6 ( comrnenciqg with Section 
65580} of Chapter 3 of Division J of Title 1 of the Government Code. 
(3) That the communit,y is making a substantial effort to meet its 
exil'!ting ap.d projected t'lousing needs,· ip.cluding its share of the 
regional ho1:1sjng needs, with respect to persons find families of low . 
and moderate income, particularly very 'low incop1e households, a.s 
' identified in the housing element of the c()mmuriity's general plan 
required by ArticJe ~0.6 (commencing with Section 65580) of 
Chapter 3 of Division l of Title 7 of the Government Code, and that 
this effort, consisting of direct financial contributions of local funds 
used to increase and improve the supply of housing affordable to 
persons and familjes of low or moderate income and very low income 
households, is equivalent in impact to the funds otherwise required 
to be set aside pqrsuant to this secUon. In addition to any other local 
funds, these direct financial contributions may include federal or 
state grants paid qirectly to a community and which the compmnity 
has thl:l discretion of using for the purposes for which moneys in the 
Low and Moderate Income Ilousing Fund may be used. The 
legislative , body shall consider the need which can be reasonably 
foreseen because of displacement of persons and families of low or 
modera,t~ income or very low income households from within, or 
Q,djacent to, the project area, becal!se of increased employment 
opportQnities, or because of any other direct or indirect result of 
implementation of the redevelopment plan. No finding under this 
subdivision may be made until the community has provided or 
'ensured the availability of replacement dwelling units as defined in 
\; 
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Section 3~411.~ and until it has complied with the pr~vision!l of 
Article 9 (commencing with S~ction 33410). 
(b) Withiq lO days following the mal<ing of a finding under 
subdivision (a), the agency shall send the Department of Housing 
and Community Development a copy of the fincling, incfudin~ the 
factual information si.Jpporting the finding. 
(c) In any litigation to challan~e or attack a finding lllacle ;under 
paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of subdivision (a), the PllrQel} ~hall be 
upari the agency t<l esta,blish that the fil1ding is supporte<:J }>y 
supstantial evidence in light of t}le entire record befqre the ;lgef\cy. 
(d) Notqing in this ~ection shall pe constrped as relieving a,ny 
other public entity or eptity with the power of eminent domain qf 
any legal obligations for replacement or relocation lwusin~ ~rising 
out of its activities. , 
(e) ln carrying out ~he purpose of this section, the agyocy q:l;\Y 
exercise any or aU of its powers, ipc}uc}jng the followin~: • 
(1) Acquire lanq or buildjl)g sites. , ' 
(2) Improve land or building site~ w;th onsite or offsjte 
improvements. ' · , · 
(3) Doqate land to private or public persons or entitiFs· 
( 4) Coqstruct buildipgs or structllres. 
(5) Acquire buildings Of structqres. 
(6) Rehabilitat~ buildings or stn~ctures. . . , 
(7) Provide sub1:1idies to, or for the benefit of, v~y lpw incowe; 
households, as defin~d by Section 50105, tower income"ho;useholds, as' 
pefined by Section 50()79.5, qr persons' and fa111iUes pf low or 
moderate income, as defined by Section 50093. 
(8) Deyelop plans, pl,ly principal and interest on hon{ls, loans, 
advances, or other indebtedness, or pay fipancing, or c~rrying 
charges. , 
(9) Maintain the community's supply of mobilehmnes~ 
(f), The agency rnay use these funps to meet, in whole or in p{lrt, 
the repl~evrnent housing provisions in Section 33413. However, 
nothing in this section shall be construed as limiting in l,lny waY the 
requireme11ts of that section. 
(g) The agency may use thes~ funds inside or outside the project 
area. The agency may only use these funds outside the project area 
upon a resolution of the agency app the legislative body that such use 
will be of benefit to the project. The determinatio~ by the agency 
and the legislative body shall be final and conclusive as to the issue 
of benefit to the project area. The Legislature finds and decl{lres that 
the provision of replacement housing pursuant t0 Section 33413 is 
always of benefit to a project. Unless the legislative body fin4s before 
the redevelopment plan is ;:1dopted, that the provision of low- and 
moderate-income housing outside the project E~.rea will be of bepefit 
to the project, the project area shall include property suitabJe for 
low- and moderate-income housing. · 
(h) The Legi:dature finds and declares that expenditures or 
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obligations incurred by the agency pursuant to this section shall 
<;onsti~pte 11n indebtedness of the project. : 
. (i) The requirements of this section shall only apply to ·t~es 
allocated to a redevelopment agency for \Vhich a final 
';redevelopJ.llent pl~ is adopted on or llfter January 1, 1977, or for any 
area wh~c:;h fs , adq~q to a project by' · an amen<:Jment ~to , a 
! redevelopment plan, which !Ullendment is adopt,ed on or after the 
l effective date of this section. An agency may, by resolution, elect to 
make al) Of part of the reqt1irements of this section applicable to apy 
redevelopment project for which a redevelppment plan was aclopted 
1 prior to January l, Hf77, subject to any indebtedn~!is' incurred prior 
to the elvction. . · · • · . · ·· , , . ·• · 
· (j) (l) 'Notwithstanding Sections 50079.5, 50093, and 5.01Q5, for 
purposes. of providing. assistance. to mortgagors participating in a 
homeownership residential . mortgage. revenue .bond . program 
pursuapl to Sectjpn 33750, or a holll;e financing program pursuant to 
Section 52020, or a California Housing Finance Agency hor.1e 
financing program, ·~area median income" means. the highest of the 
following: . · . , , . 1 
(A) .Stft.tewide rnedi~n l)ousehold income: , · 
(6} Countywide median household tnc.ome. , ' 
(C} ·Median family income for the area, as .determined by the 
United States Department of Housing and Urban Developmep.t with 
re~pect to eit}ler a st{lndard metropolitan statistical area or aJl artta 
t putside of a standard metropolitan statistical area· , . . 
r:: Nothip.g in Section 50093 shall prevel)t the agency from adopting 
·~eparate family size adjustment factors or programmatic qefinitions 
of income to qualify households, persons, and families for the 
programs of the agepcy. ·. · . . .. , . • ' . 
(2) To the extent that any portion of the L?w and Modf1rate 
lncome Housing Fund is expended' · to· provtde, assistance to 
mortgagors participating in programs whose income exceeds that of 
persons and families of low or moderate ipcome, as defined in 
Section &0093, the agency shall, within two. years, expend or enter 
into a legally enforceable agreement to ·expend· twice that sum 
exclusively to increase, and improVe the community's supply of 
housing available at affordable housing cost, as defmed in Section 
50052.5, to lower income households, as defined in Section 50079.5, of 
which at least 50 percent shall be very low income household~. as 
defined in Section 50105. . · , 
(3) In addition to the requirements ofsubdivision (c) of Section 
33413, the agency shall require tqat the lower and ,very low income 
dwelling units developed pursu~t to this subdivision remain 
avaiJable at affordable housing cost to lower anq v.ery low income 
households for at least 30 years, except as to dwelling units dev~loped 
i with the assistance of federal or state subsidy· programs. which 
terwinate (n a shorter period and canno~ be extended or renewed. 
,(i) The. agency shall include within the· report required by 
~ 
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Section 33080 information with respect to compliance by ~he agency 
with the requirements of this subdivision. . 
SEC. 6. Section 33334.3 of the Health and Safety Code is amended 
to read: 
33334.3. (a) The funds which are.required by Section 33334.2 or 
33334.6 to be used for the purposes of increasing and improving the 
community's supply of low- and moderate-income housing shall be 
held in a separate Low anel Moderate Income Housing Fund pntil 
used. · 
(b) Any interest earned by the Low and Moderate Income 
Housing Fund shall accrue to the funcl and may only be used in the 
manner prescribed in Section 33334.2. 
(c) The moneys in the Low and Moderate Jqcome Housing fund 
shall be used to increase and improve the supply of low, ancl 
moderate-income housing within the territorial juris<;liction of the 
agency. 
(d) It is the intent of the Legislature that the Low and Moderate 
Income Housing Fund be used to the maximum extent possible to 
defray the costs of production and improvement of low-. and 
J1loderate-income housing and that the amount of money spent for 
planning and general administrative activities associated with the 
.development or improvement of that housing ' not be 
disproportionate to the amount actually spent for the costs of 
production and improvement of that housing. 
(e) The requirements. of this subdivision apply to all new or 
substantially rehabilitatecl housing units developed or otherwise 
assisted, with moneys from the Low and Moderate Income Housing 
Fund, pursuant to an agreement approved by an agency on or after · 
January 1, 1988. Except to the extent a longer period of time may be 
required by other proyisions of law, the agency shall requir~ that 
housing units subject to this subdivision shall remain available at 
affordable housing costs to persons and families of low or mo<;lerate 
income and very low income households for tpe longest feasible 
time, but for not less than the following periods of time, except as 
provided in paragraph (3) of sub<;livision (j) of Section 33334.2: 
(1) Fifteen years for rental units. However, the agency may 
replace rental units with equally affordable and comparable rental 
units in another location within the community if (A) the 
replacement units are available for occupancy prior to the 
disg}acement of any persons and families of low or moderate income 
residing in the units to be replaced and (B) the comparable 
replacement units are not developed with moneys from the Low and 
Moderate Income Housing Fund. 
(2) Ten years for owner-occupied units. However, the agency 
may permit sales of owner-occupied units prior to the expir!ltion of 
the 10-year period for a price in excess of that otherwise permitted 
under this subdivision pursuant to an adopted progrl\m which 
protects the agency's investment of moneys from the Low and 
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Moderate Income Housing Fund, inclpding, but not limited. tQ, an 
equity sharing program whi.ch establishe~ a schedule of equity 
sharing that permits retention by the seller of a portion of thostt 
excess proceeds based on the length of occupancy, The rem~inder of 
the excess proceeds of the sale shall be allocated to the agency and 
deposite<;l in the Low and Mo~~rate Income Housing Fund. 
The agency shall require the recording iQ the office of the county 
recorder of covj':lnants or restric'tiops implementing thi~ subdivision 
for each parcel or unit of r~al property subject to this subdivision. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the covenants or 
restri9Uons shall ru11 ·with the land and shall be en,forceable, against 
the original owner and successQr.!! in interest, by the agepcy Qf the 
·comll)unity. · . 
(f) !'lfousing,'1 as useq in this section, includes residential hotels, 
as defined in subdivision (k) of Section ~7912. 
SEC. 7. Section 3333'*.6 of the Health ancl Safety Co<;le is amended 
to rea<;l: . 
33334.6. (a) The Legislature find~ ~n<;l cleclares that the 
provisioq of housing is itself . a fun,danlental. purpose of the 
Community. Redevelopment Law and that a g~nerally inadequate 
statewide S\lpply of decent, safe, and sanitary housing affordable to 
eersons a.n<;l families. Qf .low or .moderate incom ..e •. as. defined by 
~ection 50093; threatens the .~ccomplishment of the primary 
purposes of the Comfllpnity Redevelopment Law, iJloluding job 
creation, attracting new private investments, and creating physical, 
economic, social, ancl environmental conditions to remove ancl 
prevent the recurrence of blight. The Legi~lature further finds and 
declares that the provision and improvement of affordable housing, 
as provided by Section 33334.2, outsicle of reclevelopment project 
areas can be of direct benefit to those prqjects in assisting the 
accomplishment of project objectives whether or not those 
redevelopment projects provide for housing within the project area. 
The Legislature finds ancl determines that the provision of affor<;lable 
housing by redevelopment ageqcies and the llse of taxes allocated to 
the agency pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 33670 is of 
statewide benefit and of particular benefit and assistance to -all local 
.governmental agencies in the areas where the housing is provi<;led. 
(b) This section is applicable to all project areas, or portions of 
projec~ areas, which are not subject to Section 33334.2, except that a 
project area, or portion of a project area, for which a resolution was 
adopted pursuant to subdivi$ion (i) of Section 33334.2 is subject to 
this s.ection. Project areas subject to this section which are merged 
prior to, or ·on or after, January 1, l986,. are subject to the 
requirements of both this section and Section 33487, 'fhe .depo$it of 
taxes into the Low and Moderate In.come 'l:lousing fund iP 
compliance with either this section or Section 33487 shall sati~fy the 
requirements of both sections in the year those taxes are depo~iteel. 
.(c) ~11:cept as otherwise permitted by subdivisions (d) an<;l (e), 
I . . 
~ 
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not less than 20 percent of the taxes allocated to the agency pursuant 
to Section 33670 from project areas specifieq in supdivision (b) for 
'the 1985-86 fiscal year and each succeeding fiscal year shall be 
deposited into the Low and Moqerate Income l{ousing Fund 
established pursuant to Section 33334.3 and used for the purposes set 
forth in Section 33334.2, unless the agency, by resolution, makes one 
of the findings described .in paragraphs (1) to (3), inclusive, of 
subdivision (a) pfSectfon33334.2. Subdivisions (b) and (c) of$ection 
33334.2 apply if an agen~y makes any of ~hose findings. 
(d)' In any fiscal year, the agency may deposit less .than the 
amount required by subdivision· (c) into the Low and Moderate 
Income Housing Fund if the agency finds that the , difference 
between the amount deposited and the amount reqqired by 
subqivision (c) is necessary to make payments 1mder existing 
obligations of amounts due or required to be committed, set aside, 
or reserved by the agency during that fiscal year and which are used 
by the ag<;lncy (or that purpose. For purposes of this section, "existing 
obligations" means the principal of, and interest on, loans, money' 
advanced to; or indebtedness (whether funded, refunded, assumed, 
or otherwise) incurred by the agency to finance or refinance, in 
whole or in part, any redevelopment project existing on, anq created 
prior to January I, 1986, and 'contained on the statement of existing 
obligations adopted pursuant to subdivision (f). Obligations incurred 
on or after hrmary 1, 1986, shall be deemed existing obligations for 
purposes of this sectiotl if the net proceeds are used1 to refinance, 
existing obligations contained on the statement. 
(e) In each fiscal year prior to July 1, }996, the agency may deposit 
less than the amount required by subdivisions (c) and (d) into the 
Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund if the agency finds that the 
deposit of less than the amount required by those subdivisions is 
necessary in order to provide for the orderly and timely completion 
of public and private projects, programs, or activities approved by 
the agency prior to January 1, 1986, which are contained on the 
statement of existing programs adopted pursuant to subdivision (f). 
Approval of these projects, programs, and activities means approval 
by the agency of written documents which demonstrate an intent to 
implement a specific project, program, or activity and is not limited 
to final approval of a specific project, program, or activity.· 
(f) Any agency which deposits less than the amount required by 
subdivision (c) intQ~he Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund 
pursuant to subdivision (d) or (e) shall adopt prior to September 1, 
1986, by resolution, after a noticed public hearing, a statelllent of 
existing obligations or a statement of existing program's, or both. 
(1) The agency shall prepare a11d submit the proposed stateiQent 
to the legislative body and to the Department of Housing rand 
Community Development prior to giving notice of the public 
hearing. Notice of the time and place of the public hearing shjlH be 
transmitted to the Department of Housing and Comn;umity 
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Development at least 15 days prior to the public hearing and notice 
of the time and place of the public hearing shall be published in a 
newspaper of general cin::ulation in the community oqce a week f01; 
at leasf two successive weeks prior to the public hearing. The 
legislative podv shall maintain a record of the public hearing. 
(2) A copy of the resoll\tion adopted by the agency, together with 
any amenclments to the statement of the agency, shall be transmitted 
to the Department of l{ousing and Community Development within 
lO days following adoption of.the n~solution by the agency. 
(3) A statement of existing 9bligations shall describe each existing 
oblig!ltioq. and, based upon the best availabl~ infprmation, as 
determinecf by the agency, list the total amount of' the existing 
obli~a~ion. the ~mnual payments requirecl to be made by the agency 
pursuant to the existing' obligation1 and the date the existing 
obligation will pe discharged in full. 
(4) A statem!3nt of existing programs shall list the specific public 
ancl priv~te projects, programs; Of activities approved prior to 
.January 1, J986, which are necessary fo,r the orderly completipn of 
the redevelopment plan as it existed on January 1, 1986. No project, 
program, or acJ;ivity shall be included oq the statel}lent of existing 
programs \.mless written evidence of the existence and approval of 
f the project, Pfogram, c:>r. activity prior tp January 1, 1986, is attacheq 
to the statement of existing programs, 
(g) Jf, pm~suant to subdivisi()n (d) or (e), the agency deposit.!! less 
. than 20. percel)t of the taxes allocated to the agency pursuant tQ 
Section ~670 in any fiscal year in the Low and Moderate lncome 
Housing fund, the amount equal to the difference between 20 
percent of the taxes allocated to the agency pursuant to SectiQp33670 
for e{lph affected project and the amount deposited that year shall 
constitute aq indehtedJ\ess of the project. The agency shall adopt a 
plan to eliminate the deficn in subseqt.ien~ years as determined by 
the agency. · , · · , . · 1 (h) The. obligations imposed by this section, including deficits, if 
any, crea~eq under this section, are hereby declared to he an 
indebtedness of the redevelopment project to which, they relate, 
payable from taxes allocat.ed to the agency pursuant to Section 33670, 
an~ shall ~OJ;lstitute ap ind~btedJ;less of the agency with respect to the 
redevelopment project until pa~d in full. . i • • 
(i) In any litigation to cpallenge or attack a statement of existing 
oblig~tions, the decision by the agencrr after the. public hearing to 
include an existi;ng obligation on the statement of existing 
obligations, or the decisioq-by the a~ency after' the public hearing to 
include a project, progrl!m, or activity on the staten;lent of existing 
programs, the court shall uphold the action of ~he agency u;nless the 
court fiqds that the agency has abused its discretion. ·The Legislature 
fipds anq • declares that this standard of review iS necessary in order 
to pr()tect against the possible impairment of existing obligations, 
programs, and activities because agencies with project areas adopted 
0\ 
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prior to January L 1977,have ipcurred existing obligations and have 
adopted projects, programs, and activities with the authority to 
receive and pledg!;} the entire allocation of funds flUthodzed by 
Section 33670. · 
SEC: 8. Section 33413 of the Health and Safety Code is amended 
to read: 
3341q. (a) Whenever dwelling units housing persons and 
families of low or moderate income are destroyed or removed from 
the low- and moderate-income housing market as part of a 
redevelopment project, tQe agency shall, wit\1in four years of the 
destruction or removal, rehabilitate, develop, or construct, or cause 
to be rehabilitated, developed, or constructed, for rental or sale to 
persons and families of low or moderate income, an eq4al number 
of replacement dwelling units at affordable housing .cost within the 
territorial jurisd.ction of the agency. 
(b) (1) At least 30 percent of all new or rehabilitated dwelling 
units developed by an agency shall be available a~ affordable housing 
cost to persons and families of low or moderate income. Not less than 
50 percent of the dwelling units required to be available at affordable 
housing cost to persons and families of low or moderate income shall 
be available at affordable housing cost to, and occupied by, very lo'V 
income households. 
(2) At least 15 percent of all new or rehabilitated qwelling l.lnits 
developed within the project area by public or pdvate entities or 
persons other than the agency shall be available at affordable housing 
cost to persons and families 9f low or moderate income. Not less thaq 
40 percent of the dwelling units required to be available at affordable 
housing cost to persons and fa!flilies of low or moderate income shall 
be available at affordable housiJlg cost to very low income 
households. 
(3) The requirements of this subdivision shall apply 
independently of the requirements of subdivision (a) and in the 
aggregate to housing made available pursuant to paragraphs ( 1) .and 
(2), respectively, and not to each individual case of rehabilitation, 
development, or construction of dwelling units. 
(c) The agency shall require that the aggregate number of 
replacement dwelling units and other dwelling units rehabilitated, 
developed, or constructed pursuant to subdivision (a) or (b) remain 
available at affordable housing cost to persons and families of low 
incpme, moderate income, and very low income households, 
respectively, but for not less than the period of the land use controls 
established in the redevelopment plan, except to the extent a longer 
period of time may be required by other provisions oflaw. If land on 
which those dwelling units are located is deleted from the project 
area,. the agency shall continue to require that those units remaiq 
affordable as specified in the previous sentence. These requirements 
shall be made enforceable in the same manner as provideq in 
subdivision (e) of Section 33334.3. 
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'(<;I) (1) This sectiol1 applies only to redevelopment projects for 
· which a final redevelopment plan is adopted pursuant to ArUcle 5 · 
(commepcin9 with Section 33q60) on or after January 1, 1976, and to , 
areas which are added to a project area by amendment to a final 
redevelopmen~ phin adopted on or after January 1, 1976. In addition, 
subdMsioq (a) shall apply to c.l.nY other redevelopment project with 
respect to dwelling units destroyed or removed from the low- and 
moderate-income housing market. on or after January 1, 1996, 
irrespe~tive of the date of adoption of a final redevelopment plan or 
an amendment to a final redevelopment plan adding areas to a 
project area. Additionally; 11ny agep.cy may, by resolution, elect to ' 
make all or part of the requirements of tl~is section applicable, to any 
redevelopment project of the agency for which the final 
redevelopment plan was adopted prior to January 1, 1976. 
(2) An agency may, by resolutioq, elect to require that whynever 
qwelling units housing persons or famiUes pflow or moderate hwome 
an: de~troyed or removed from the low- and moderate-income 
housing market as part of a redevelopment project, the agency shall 
replace each dwelling unit with tip to two replacement dwelling 
units pursuant to subdivisioq (a). 
(e) Except as otherwise authorized by law, this section does not 
authorize aq agency to operate a rental housing development 
beyond the period reasonably necessary to sell or lease the housing 
development. 
(f) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), the agency may replace 
destroyed or removed dwelling units with a fewer number of 
replacement dw.elling units if the replacemel}t dwelling units meet 
both of the folJowing criteria: 
( l) The. ·total number of bedrooms in the replacement dwelling 
units equal or exceed the number of bedrooms in the destroyed or 
removed units. Destroyed or removed units having one or no 
bedroom are deemed for this purpose to have one bedroom. 
(2) The replacement units are affordable to the same income 
level of households as the destroyed or removed units. 
SEC. 9. Section 5.5 of this bill incorporates amendments to 
Section 33334.2 of the Health and Safety Code proposed by both this 
bill and SB 1218. H shall only become operative if ( 1) both bills are 
enacted and become effective on or before January 1, 1988, (2) each 
bill amends Section 33334.2 of the Health and Safety Code, and (3) 
this bill is enacted after SB 1218, in which case Section 33334.2 of the 
Health and Safety Code, as amended by SB 1218, shall remain 
operative only until the operative date of this bill, at which time 
Section 5.5 of this bill shall become operative, and Section 5 of this 
bill shall not become operative. · 
SEC. 10. No reimbursement shall be made from the State 
Mandates Clailns Fund pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with 
Sectic;m 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code for 
pqsts ml1Aq~ted by the state pursuant to this act. It is recognized; 
<:J'. 
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however, that a local age,lCy qr school district may pursue any 
remedies to obtain reimbursement available to it under Part 7 
(commencing with Section l7500) and any other provisions of law. 
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Assembly Bill No. 4235 
CHAPTER 1604 
An act to amend Sections 25539.4 and 37364 of the Government 
Code, and to amend Sections 33080.4, 33080.6, 33333.4, 33334.3, 
33334.6, and 33413 of, and to add Sections 33418 and 33501.5 to, the 
I Iealth and Safety Code, relating to housing. 
[Approved by Governor September 30, 19&!. Filed with 
Secretary of State September 30, 1988.) 
LEGISLATIVE. COUNSEL'S DIGEST 
AB 4235, Isenberg. Housing: ~ities, counties, and redevelopment 
agencies. 
(1) Under existing law, a <;ity or county may dispose of surplus 
property for less than fair market value in order to provide low- and 
moderate-income housing meeting 'prescribed cdteria. 
This bill would authorize counties and cities to additionally acquire 
property, for this purpose. The bill would declare that this does not 
constitute a change in existing law. The bill would revise the 
applicable criteria and requirements for housing assisted under these 
provisions. · ., 
(2) Under existing law, redevelopment agencies are required to 
include prescribed data on their housing activities in their annual 
reports. These annual reports are the basis for a compilation and 
annual report required by existing law to be published by the 
Department of Housing and Community Development. 
This bill would impose a state-mandated local program by 
requiring these redevelopment agency reports to contain additional 
prescribed information on the agency's housing activities. The bill 
would require the department to send a copy of its compilation and 
annual report to redevelopment agencies. 
(3) Under existing law, city and county legislative bodies were 
required by December 31, 1986, to establish specified limitations 
with respect to the use of tax-increment financing for 
redevelop1pent plans ttdopted before October 1, 1976. 
This bill would specify that these limitations may not be applied 
in derogation of the redevelopment agency's nbligl:ltions under 
existing law requiring allocation of specified tax-increment revenues 
for housing. The bill would impose a state-mandated local program 
by requiring a city or county to amend conflicting limitations to 
conform to this change. The bill would require the courts to sustain 
these limitations unless found to be arbitrary or capricious. 
( 4) Under existing law, a redevelopment agency is required to 
replace low- and moderate-il1come housing destroyed or taken out 
of that housing market by redevelopment. Existing law requires that 
the redevelopment agency assure prescribed affordability of this 
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replacement housing for not Jess than the period of land use controls 
established in the redevelopment plan or for a longer period as 
required by law. 
This bill would add to this duration requirement to require that the 
redevelopment agency ensure affordability for the longest feasible 
time. 
(5) The bill would impose a state-mandated local program by 
requiring redevelopment agencies to monitor low- and 
moderate-income housing and report thereon, as prescribed. The bill 
would authorize redevelopment agencies tQ charge affected 
property owners for these costs and changes in other related 
reporting requirements specified in (2) above, and would require 
affected property owners and managers to proyide necessary 
information. . 
(6) Existing law specifies so-called validating ~ctions as the 
method for judicially determining the validity of redevelopment 
plans, proceedings, anq bonds. , · 
This bill would specify that whenever, in a validating action, there 
is put in issue tpe validity of actions taken by the reqevelopment 
agency under provisions req4iring use of a portion of redeveloprnen t 
tax-increment revenues to increflse or improve the community's 
supply .of low- and moderate-income housing, the party raising the 
issue shall serve the Director of Housing and Community 
Development with a copy of the party's complaint or answer within 
10 days after its filing with the court. The bill would prohibit the 
court from providing any relief in the action until there is 
compliance with this requirement. 
(7) This bill would incorporate additio11al changes in Section 
33334.3 of the Health anU Safety Code, proposed by AB 3358, to be 
operative only if AB 3358 and this bill are both chaptered and 
become effective January 1, 1989, and this bill is chaptered last. 
(8) The C'..alifornia Constitution requires the state to reimburse 
local agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated'by the 
state. Statutory 1>rovisions establish procedures for making that 
reimbursement. · , · 
This bill would provide that no reimbursement is required by this 
act for d specified reason. 
The people of the State of California do enact as follows: ' 
SECTION 1. Section 25539.4 of the Government Code is 
amended to read: 
25539.4. (a)· The Legislature recognizes tl)at real property of 
counties can be utilized, in accordance with a county's best interests, 
to provide housing affordable to persons or families of low or 
moderate'income. Therefore, notwithstanding any other provision of 
law, whenever the board of supervisors determines that any real 
property or interest therein owned, or to be purchased, by the , 
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county can be used to provide housing affordable to persons and 
families of low or moderate income, as defined by Section 50093 of 
the Health and Safety Code or as defined by the United Sta~es 
Department of Housing and Urban Development or its successors, 
and that this use is in the county's best interests, the county may sell, 
lease, exchange, quitclaim, convey, or otherwise dispose of the real 
property or interest therein at less than fair market value, or 
purchase an interest in the real property, to provide that affordable 
housing without complying with other provisions of thi~ article. 
(b) Not less than 80 percent of the area of any parcel of property 
disposed of pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be used for 
the development of l;wusing. 
(c) Not less than 40 percent of the total number of those housing 
units developed on any parcel pursuant to this section shall be 
affordable to households whose incomes are equal to or less than 75 
percent of the maximum income of lower in<;ome households, and at 
least half of which shall be affordable to very low income households. 
(d) Dwelling units produced for persons and families of low or 
moderate income under this section shall be restricted by regulatory 
agreement to remain continually affordable to those persons and 
families for the longest feasible time, but not less than 30 years, 
pursuant J:o a method prescribed by the county. 
(e) The regulatory agreement shall contain a provision making 
the covenants and conditions of the agreem~nt binding upon 
successors in interest of the housing sponsor. T,tte regulatory 
agreeri1ent shall be recorded in the office of the county recorder of 
the county in which the housing development is located. The 
regulatory agreement shall be recorded in the grantor-grantee index 
to the name of the property owner as grantor and to the name 9f the 
county as grantee. 
(f) The definitions of "persons and families of low and moderate 
income," "lower income households," and "very low income 
households" set forth in Sections 50079.5, 50093, and 50l05 of the 
Health and Safety Code shall apply to this section. 
SEC. 2. Section 37364 of the Government Code is amended to 
read: 
37364. (a) The Legislature reaffirms its finding that the 
provision of housing for all Californians is a concern of vital statewide 
importance. The Legislature recognizes that real property of cities 
can be utilized, in accordance with a city's best interests, to provide 
housing affordable to persons and families of low or moderate 
income. Therefore, notwithstanding any provision of a city's charter, 
or any other provision of law, whenever the legislative body of a city 
determines that any real property or interest therein owned or to be. 
purchased by the city can be used to provide housing affordable to 
persons and families of low or moderate income, as defined by 
Section 50093 of the Health and Safety Code or as defined by the 
_ _,. United States Department of Housing and Urban Development or its 
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successors, and that this use is in the city's best interests, the city may 
sell, lease, exchange, quitclaim, convey, or otherwise dispose of the 
real property or interest therein at less than fair market value, or 
purchase an interest in the real property, to provide that affordable 
housing under whatever terms and conditions the city deems best 
suited to the provision of such housing. . 
(b) Not less than 80 percent of the area of any parcel of property 
disposed of pursuant to this section shall be used for development of 
housing. 
(c) Not less than 40 percent of the total number of those housing 
units developed on any parcel pursuant to this section sh4ll be 
affordable to households whose incomes are equal to, or less than, 75 
percent of the ~a)!.:imum income of lower income households, ~md at 
least half of which shall be affordable to very low income households. 
(d) Dwelling units produced for persons and families of low or 
moderate income under this section shall be restricted by regulatory 
agreement to remain continually affordable to those persons and 
families for the longest feasible time, but not less than 30 years, 
pursuant to a method prescribed by the city. The regulatory 
agreement shall contain a provision making the covenants· and 
conditions of the agreement binding upon successors in interest of 
the housing sponsor. The regulatory agreement shall be recorded in 
the office of the county recorder of the county in which the housing 
development is located. The regulatory agreement shaH be recorded 
in the grantor-grante~ index to the name of the property owner as 
grantor and to the name of the city as grantee. 
(e) The provisions of this section shall apply to all cities, ·including 
charter cities. 
(f) The definitions of "persons and families of low and moderate 
income," "lower income households," and "very low income 
households" set 'forth in Sections 50079, 50093, and 50105 of the 
Health and Safety Code shall apply to this section. · 
SEC. 2.5. Section 33080.6 of the Health and Safety Code is 
amended to read: 
33080.6. On or before April 1 of each year, the department shall 
compile and publish reports of the activities of redevelopment 
agencies for the previous fiscal year, based on the information 
reported pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 33080.1 and reporting 
the types of findings made by agencies pursuant to paragraph ( 1) , 
(2), or (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 33334.2, including the date 
of the ijndings. The department's compilation shall also report on the 
project area mergers reported pursuant to Section 33488. The 
department shall publish this information for each prQject area of · 
each redevelopment agency. These reports may also contain the 
biennial review of relocation assistance required by Section 50460. 
The first report published pursuant to this section shall be for the 
1984-85 fiscal year. For fiscal year 1987-88 and succeeding fiscal 
···years, the report shall contain a list of those project areas which are 
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not subject to the requirements of Secticm 33413. 
The department shall send a copy of its report to each 
redevelopment agency frn· which information was reported pursuant 
to Section 33080.1 for the fiscal year covered by the report. 
This section shall remain in effeot only until January l, 1991, and 
as of that date is repealed unless a later enacted statute, which is 
enacted before January 1, 1991, deletes or extends that date. 
SEC. 3. Section 33080.4 of the Health and Safety Code, as 
amended by Section 3 of Chapter 1111 of the Stat4tes of 1987, is 
amended to read: 
33080.4. For the purposes of compliance with subdivision (c) of 
Section 33080.1, the description of the agency's activities shall contain 
the following information regardless of whether each activity is 
funded exclusively by the state or federal government, for each 
project area and for the agency overall: 
(a) Pursuant to Section 33413, the total number of family 'and 
elderly households, including separate subtotals of the' numbers of 
households for persons and families of low or moderate income and 
very low income households, that were displaced or moved from 
their dwelling units as part of a redeveloprnent project of tht; agency 
during the previous fiscal year. 
(b) Pursuant to Section 33413.5, the total number Of family and 
elderly households, including separate subtotals of the numbers of 
hc,.luseholds for persons and families of low or moderate income and 
very low income households, that the agency e~timates will be 
displaced or will move fron1 their dwellings as part of a 
redevelopment project of the agency during the present fiscal year 
and the date of adoption of a replacement housing plan for each 
project area subject to Section 33413.5. 
(c) The total number of dwelling units housing persons and 
families of low and moderate incon1e and very low income 
households, respectively, which have been destroyed or removed· 
from the low- or moderate-income housing market during the 
previous fiscal year as part of a redevelopment prpject of the agency, 
specifying the number of those units which are not subject to Section 
33413. 
(d) The total numbers of agency-assisted dwelling units which 
were constructed, rehabilitated, acquired, or subsidized during the 
previous fiscal year for occupancy at an affordable housing cost by 
elderly persons aml families, but only if the units are restricted by 
agreement or ordinance for occupancy by the elderly, and by 
persons and families of low or moderate income and very low income 
households, respectively,, specifying those units which are not 
currently so occupied, those units which have replaced units 
destroyed or removed pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 33413, 
and the length of time any agency-assisted units are required to 
~ remain available at affordable costs. 
0 (e) The total numbers of new or rehabilitated units st!bject to 
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paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 33413, including separate 
subtotals of the number originally affordable to and currently 
occupied by, elderly persons and families, but only if the units are 
restricted by agreement or ordinance for occupancy by the elderly, 
atid by persons and families of low or moderate income and very low 
income· households, respectively, and the length of time these units 
are required to remain available at affordable costs. · 
(f) The status and use of the Low and Moderate Income Housing 
Fund created pursuant to Section 33334.3, including information on 
the use of this fund for very low income households, lower income 
households, and persons and families of low or moderate income, 
respectively . .Jfthe Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund is used 
to subsidize the cost of onsite or offsite improvements, then the 
description of the agency's activities shall include the pumber of 
housing units affordable to persons and families of low or moderate 
income which have been directly benefited by the onsite or offsite 
improvements. 
(g) A compilation of the annual reports obtained. by the agency 
under Section 33418 including idt;ntification of the number of units 
occupied by persons and families of low or moderate incom~. lower 
income households, and very low inCOil1e households, respectively, as 
those terms are defined in Division 31 (commencing with Section 
EiOOOO), and .identification of projects in violation of law or any 
agreements in relation to affordable units. 
(h) Any other information which the agency believes useful to 
explain its housing programs, including, but not limited to, housing 
for persons and familie!) of other than low and moderate incqme. 
"Elderly," as used in this section, has the same meaning as 
specified in Section 50067. 
This section shall remain in effect only until January l, 1991, and 
as of that date is repealed, 4nless a later enacted statute, which is 
enacted'before January 1, 1991, deletes or extends that date. 
SEC. 4.· Section 33333.4 of the Health and Safety Code is amended 
to read: 
33333.4. (a) Every legislative body which adopted a final 
redevelopment plan prior to Oc(ober 1, 1976, that contains the 
provisions set forth in Section 33670 but which does not contain all 
of the limitations required by Section 33333.2, shall adopt an 
ordinance on or before December 31, 1986, which contains all of the 
following: 
(1) A limitation on the number of dollars of taxes which may be 
divided and allocated to the redevelopment agency pursuant to the 
plan. Taxes shall not be divided and shall not be allocated to the 
redevelopment agency beyond that limitation. 
(2) A time limit on the establishing of loans, advances, and 
indebtedness to finance in whole, or in part, the redevelopment 
project. No loans, advances, or indebtedness to be repaid from the 
allocation of taxes shall be established or incurred by the agency 
~ 
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beyond the time limitation. 
(3) A time limit, not to exceed 12 years, for com~encement of 
eminent domain proceedings to acquire property within the project 
area. 
(b) The limitations established in the ordinance adopted pursuant 
to this section shall apply to the redevelopment plan as if the 
redevelopment plan had been amended to include those limitations. 
However, in adopting the ordinance, neither the legislative body nor 
the agency is required to comply with Article 12 ( commeqcing with 
Section 33450) or any other provision of this part relating to the 
amendment of redevelopment plans. 
(c) The limitations established in the ordinance adopted pursuant 
to this section shall not be applied to limit allocation of taxes to an 
agency to the extent required to eliminate project deficit~ created 
under subdivision (g) of Section 33334.6 in accordance with the plan 
adopted pursuant thereto for the purpose of eliminating· the deficit. 
In the event of a conflict between these limitations and the 
~l{ligations under Section 33334.6, the . agency shall · ame~1d the 
ordinance adopted ptirsuant to this section to modify the limitations 
to the extent nece~sary to permit complianct:) with the plan adopted 
pursuant to subdivision (g) of Section 33334.6 and to allow full 
expenditure of moneys in the agency's Low and Moderate Income 
Housing Fund in accordance with Section 33334.3. The procedure for 
amending the ordinapce pursuant to this subdivision shall be the 
same as for adopting the ordinance under subdiyision (b), 
(d) This section shall hot be construed to allow the impairment of 
any obligation or indebted~1ess incurred by the legislative body or 
the agency pursuant to this part. 
(e) In any litigation to challt:inge or attack any ordinance adopted 
pursuant to this section, the court shall sustain the actions of the 
legislative body and the agency unless the court finds those actions 
were arbitrary or capricious. The Legislature finds and declares that 
this is necessary because redevelopment agencies with project areas 
eslabHshed prior to October 1, 1976, have incurred existing 
obligations and indebtedness and have adopted projects, programs, 
and activities with the authority to receive anp pledge the entire 
allocation of taxes authorized by Section 33670 and that it is necessary 
to protect against the possible impC~irment of existing obligations and 
indebtedness and to allow the completion of adopted projects and 
programs. 
(f) The ordinance adopted by the legislative body in compliai1ce 
with this section does not relieve an-y agency of its obligations under 
Section 33334.2, 33334.3, Article 9 (commencing with Section 33410), 
or any other requirement contained in this part. 
SEC. 4.2. Section 33334.3 of the Health and Safety Code is 
amended to reacl: 
33334.3 (a) The funds which are required by Section 33334.2 or 
33334.6 to be used for the purposes of increasing and improving the 
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community's supply of low- and moderate-income housing shall be 
held in a separate Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund until 
used. · 
(b) Any interest earped by the Low and Moderate Income 
Housing Fund shall accrue to the fund and may only be used in the 
manner prescribed in Section 33334.2. 
(c) The moneys in the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund 
shall be used to increase and improve, the supply of low- and 
moderate-income housing within the territorial jurisdiction of the 
agency. 
(d) It is the intent of the Legislature that the Low and Moderate 
Income Housing Fund be used to the maximum extent possible to 
defray , the costs of production and improvement of low- and 
moderate-income housing and that the amount of money spent for 
planlling and general administrative activities associated with the 
development or improvement of that housing not be 
qisproportionate to the arqount.actually spent for the costs of 
production and improvement of that housing. 
(e) The requirements of this subdivision apply to all new or 
substantially rehabilitated housing units developed or otherwise 
ass~sted, with moneys from the Low and Moderate Income Housing 
Ftmd, pursuant to an agreement approved by an agency on or after 
January 1, 1988. Except to the exteht a longer period of time may be 
required by other provisions of law, the agency shall require that 
housing units subject to this subdivision shall temain available at 
affordable housing costs to persons and families of low or moderate 
income and very low income households for the longest feasible 
time, but for not less than the following periods of time, except as 
provided in paragraph (3) of subdivision (j) of Section 33334.2: 
(1) Fifteen years for rental units. However, the agency may 
replace rental units with equally affordable and comparable rental 
units in another location within the community if (A) the 
replacement m~its are available for occupancy prior to the 
displacement of any persons and families of low or moderate income 
residing in the units to be replaced and (B) the comparable 
replacement uni~s are not developed with moneys from the Low and 
Moderate Incon1e Housing Fund. · 
(2) Ten years for owner-occupied units. However, the agency 
may permit sales of owner-occupied units prior to the expiration of 
the 10-year period for a price in excess of that otherwise permitted 
under this subdivision pursuant to an adopted program which 
protects the agency's investment of m~meys from the Low and 
Moderate Income Housing Fund, including, but not limited to, an 
equity sharing program which establishes a schedule of equity 
sharing that permits retention by the seller of a portio~ of those 
excess proceeds based on the length of occupancy. The remainder of 
the excess proceeds of the sale shall be allocated to the agency and 
·deposited in the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund. · 
~ 
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The agency shall require the recording in the office of the county 
recorder of covenants or restrictions implementing this subdivision 
for each parcel or unit of real property subject to this subdivision. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the covenants or 
restrictions shall run with the land and shall be enforceable, against 
the original owner and successors in interest, by the agency or the 
community. . 
(f) "Housing," as used in this section, includes residential hotels, 
as defined in subdivision (k) of Section 37912. The· definitions of 
"lower inconie house,holds" and "very low income households" in 
Sections 50079.5 and 50105 shall apply to this section. "Longest 
feasible time," as used in this section, includes, but is not limited to, 
unlimited duration. 
SEC. 4.3. Section 33334.3 of the Health and Safety Code is 
amended to read: 
33334.3. (a) The funds which are required by Section 33334.2 or 
33334.6 to be used for the purposes of increasing and improving the 
community's supply of low- and moderate-income housing or for 
provision of child-care facilities shall be held in a separate Low and 
Moderate Income Housing Fund until used. 
(b) Any interest earned by the Low and Moderate Income 
Housing Fund shall accrue to the fund and may only be used in the 
manner prescribed in Section 33334.2. 
(c) The moneys in the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund 
shall be used to increase and improve the supply of low- and 
moderate-income housing, and for provision of child-care facilities, 
within the territorial jurispiction of the agency. 
(d) It is the intent of the Legislature that the Low and Moderate 
Income Housing Fund be used to the maximum extent possible to 
defray the costs of production and improvement of low- and 
moderate-income housing and for provision of child care fi4cilities 
and\ that the amount of money spent for planning and general 
admmistrative activities associated with the development or 
improvement of that housing not be disproportionate to the amount 
actually spent for the costs of production and improvement of that 
. housing. . 
(e) The requirements of this subdivision apply to all new or 
substantially rehabilitated housing units developed or otherwise 
assisted, with moneys from the Low and Moderate Income Housing 
Fund, pursuant to an agreement approved by an agency on or after 
January l, I988. Except to the extent a longer period of time may be 
required by other provisions of law, the agency shall require that 
housing units subject to this subdivision shall remain available at 
affordable housing costs to persons and families of low or moderate 
income and very low income households for the longest feasible 
time, but for not less than the following periods of time, except as 
provided in paragraph (3) of subdivision (j) of Section 33334.2: 
(I) Fifteen years for rental units. However, the agen~y may 
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replace rental units with equally affordable and comparable rental 
units in another location within the community if (A) the 
replacement units are available for occupancy prior to the 
displacement of any persons and families of low or moderate income 
residing. in the units to be replaced and (B) the comparable 
replacement units are not developed with moneys from the Low and 
Moderate Income Housing Fund. 
(2) Ten years for owner-occupied units. However, the agency 
may permit sales of owner-occupied units prior to the expiration of 
the 10-year period fqr a price in excess of that otherwise permitted 
under this subdivision pursuant to an adopted program which 
protects the agency's investment of moneys from the Low and 
Moderate Income Housing Fund, including, but not limited to, an 
· equity sharing program which establishes a schedule of equity 
sharing that permits retention by the seller of a portion of those 
excess proceeds based on the length of occupancy. The remainder of 
the excess proceeds of the sale shall be allocated to the agency and 
deposited in the.Low a.nd Moderate Income Housing Fund. · 
The agency shall require the recording in the office of the county 
recorder of covenants or restrictions implementing this subdivision 
for each parcel or unit of real property subject to this subdivision. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the covenants or 
restrictions shall run with the land and shall be enforceable, against 
the oiiginal owner and successors in interest, by the agency or the 
community. 
(f) "Housing," as used in this section, indudes residential hotels, 
as defined in subdivision (k) of Section 37912. The definitions of 
"lower income households" and "very low income households" in 
Sections 50079.5 and 50105 shall apply to this section: "Longest 
feasible time," as used in this section, includes, but is not limited to, 
unlimited duration. 
SEC. 4.5. Section 33334.6 of the Health and Safety Code is 
amended to read: 
33334.6. (a) The Legislature finds and declares that the 
provision of housing is itself a fundamental purpose of the 
Community Redevelopment Law and that a generally inadequate 
statewide supply of decent, safe, and sanitary housing affordable to 
persons and families of low or moderate income, as defined by 
Section 50093, threatens the accomplishment of the primary 
purposes of the Community Redevelopment Law, including job 
creation, attracting n~w private investments, and creating physical, 
economic, social, and ei)vironmental conditions to remove and 
prevent the recurrence of blight. The Legislature further finds and 
declares that the provision and improvement of affordable housing, 
as ·provided by Section· 33334.2, outside of redevelopment project 
areas can ·be of direct benefit to those projects in assisting. the 
accomplishment of project objectives whether or not · those 
redevelopment projects provide for housing within the project area. 
~ 
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The Legislature finds and determines that the provision of affordable 
housing by redevelopment agencies and the use of taxes allocated to 
the agency pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 33670 is of 
statewide benefit and of particular benefit and assistance to all local 
governmental agencies in the areas where the housing is provided. 
(b) This section is applicable to all project areas, or portions of 
project areas, which arenot subject to Section 33334.2, except that a 
project area, or portion of a project area, for which a resolution was 
ttdopted pursuant to subdivision (i) of Section 33334.2 is subject to 
this section. Project areas subject to this section which are merged 
prior to, or on or after, January l, 1986, are subject to the 
requirements of both this section a·Jid Section 33487. The deposit of 
taxes inlo the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund in 
COfllpliance with either this section or Section 33487 shall satisfy the 
requirements of both sections in the year those taxes are deposited. 
(c) Except as otherwise permitted by subdivisions (d) and (e), 
not less than 20 percent of the taxes allocated to the agency pursuant 
to Section 3:3670 from project areas specifie'!i in subdivision (b) for 
the 1985-86 fiscal year and each succeeding fiscal year shall be 
deposited into the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund 
established pursuant to Section 33334.3 and used for the purposes set 
forth in Section 33334.2, unless the agency, by resolution, makes one 
of the findings described in paragraphs (1) to (3), inclusive, of 
subdivision (a) of Section 33334.2. S~1bdivisions (b) and (c) of Section 
33334.2 apply if an agency makes any of those findings. 
(d) In any fiscal year, the agency may deposit less th~n the 
amount required by subdivision (c) into the Lo~ and Moderate 
Income Housing Fund if the agency finds that the difference 
between the amount deposited and the amount required by 
subdivision (c) is necessary to make payments under existing 
obligations of amounts due or r~quired to be committed, set aside, 
or reserved by th<; agency during that fiscal year and which are used 
by the agency for that purpose. For purposes of this sectio{l, "existing 
obligations" means the principal of, and interest on, .loans, moneys 
advanced to; <~r i~1debtedness (whether funded, refunded, assumed, 
or otherwise) incurred by the agency to finance or refinance, in 
whole or in part, any redevelopment project existing on, and created 
prior to January 1, 1986, and contained on the statement of existing 
obligatious adopted pursuant to subdivision (f). Obligations incurred 
on or after Janwtry 1, 1986, shall be deemed existing obligations for 
purposes of this section if the· net proceeds are used to refinance 
existing obligations contained on the statement. 
(e) In each fiscal year prior to July l, 1996, the agency may deposit 
less than the amount required by subdivisions (c) and (d) into the 
Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund if the agency finds that the 
deposit of less than the amount required by those subdivisions is 
necessary in order to provide for thG orderly and timely completion 
of public aud private projects, programs, or activities approved by 
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the agency prior to January l, 1986, which are contained on the 
statement of existing programs adopted pursuant to subdivision (f) 
Approval of these projects, programs, and activities means approv11l 
t by the agency of writteq documents !Vhich demonstrate a~1 intent to 
implement a specific project, program, or activity and is not limited 
to final approval of a specific project, program, or activity. 
(f) .(\.ny agency which deposits less than the al!wunt required by 
subdivision (c) into the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund 
pursua~ to subdivision (d) or (e) shall adoptprior to September 1, 
1986, by resolution, after a noticed public hearing, a statement of 
existing obligations or a statement of existing programs, or both. 
(1) The agency shall prepare and supmit the probosed statement 
to the legislatiye body and to the Department of Housing and 
Community .Development prior to giving notice of the public 
hearing. Notice of the time and place of the public hearing'shall be 
transmitted to the Department of Housing and Community 
Development at least 15 days prior to the public hearing and notice 
of the time and place of the public hearing shall be published in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the community once a week for 
at least two successive weeks prior to the public hearing. The 
legislative body shall maintain a record of the public- hearing. 
(2) ·A copy of the resolution adopted by the agency, together with 
any amendments to the statement of the agency, shall be transmitted 
to the Department of Housing and Community Development within 
10 days following adoption ofthe resolution by the agency. 
(3) A statement of existing obligations shall describe each existing 
obligation and, based upon the best available information, as 
determined by the agency, list the total amount of the existing 
obligation, the annual payments required to be made by the agency 
pursuant to the existing obligation, and the date the existing 
obligation will be discharged in full. 
(4) A statement of existing programs shall list the specific public 
and private projects, programs, or activities approved prior to 
January 1, 1986, which are necessary for the qrderly completion of 
the r~development plan as it existed on January 1, 1986. No project, 
program, or activity shall be included on the statement of existing 
programs unlpss written evidence of the existence and approval of 
the project, program, or activity prior to january!, 1986, is attached 
to the statement of existing programs. 
(g) If, pursuant to subdivision (d) or (e), the agency deposits less 
than 20 percent of the taxes allocated to the agency pursuant to 
Section 33670 in any fiscal year in the Low and Moderate Income 
Housing Fund, the amount equal to the difference between 20 
percent of the taxes allocated to the agency pursuant to Section 33670 
for each affected project and the amount depqsited tha~ year shall 
constitute a deficit of the project. The agency shall adopt a plan to 
eliminate the deficit in subsequent years as deterrpined by the 
agency. 
(0 
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(h) The obligations imposed by this section, including deficits, if 
any, created under this section, are hereby declared to be an, 
indebtedness of .the redevelopment project to which they relate, 
payable from taxes allocated to the agency pursuant to Se~tion 33670, 
and shall constitute an indebtedness of the agency .with respect to the 
redevelopment project until paid in full. 
(i) In any litigation to challenge or attack a statement of existing 
obligations, the decision by the agency after the public hearing to 
include an existing obligation ·on the statement of existing 
obligations, or the decision by the agency after the public hearing to 
include a project, program, or activity on the statement of existing 
programs, the court shall uphold the acbon of tpe agency unless the 
court finds that the agency has abused its discretion. The Legislature 
finds and declares that this standard of review is necessary in order 
to protect against the possible impairmel1t of existing obligations, 
programs, and activities because agencies with project areas adopted 
prior to January 1, 19n, have incurred existing obligations and have 
adopted projects, programs, and activities with the authority to 
receive and pledge the entire allocation of funds authorized by 
Section 33670. 
SEC. 5. Section 33413 of the Health and Safety Code is amended 
to read: · 
33413. (a) Whenever dwelling units housing persons and 
families of low or moderate income are destroyed or removed from 
the low- and moderate-income housing market as part of a 
rt~development project, the· agency shall, within four years of the 
destruction or removal, rehabilitate, develop, or construct, or cause 
to be rehabilitated, developed, or constructed, for rental or sale to 
persons and families of low or moderate income, an equal number 
of replacement dwelling units at affordable housing cost within the 
territorial jurisdiction of the agency. 
(b) (1) At least 30 percent of all new or rehabilitated dwelling 
units developed by an agency shall be available at affordable housing 
cost to persons and families of low or moderate income: Not less than 
50 percent of the dwelling units required to be available at affordable 
housing cost to persons and families of low or moderate income shall 
be available at affordable housing cost to, and occ.upied by, very low 
income households. 
(2) At least 15 percent of all new or rehabilitated dwelling units 
developed within the project area by public or private entities or 
persons other than the agency shall be available at affordable housing 
cost to persons and families of low or moderate income. Not less than 
40 percent of the dwelling units required to be available at affordable 
housing cosl to persons and families of low or moderate incom~ shall 
be available at affordable , housing cost to very low income 
households. 
(3) The requirements of this subdivision shall apply 
independently of the requir.~lllents of subdivision (a) and in the 
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aggregate to housing made available pursuant to paragraphs ( 1) and 
(2), respectively, ap.d not to each individual case of rehabilitation, 
development, or construction of dwelling units. 
(c) The agency shall require that the aggregate number of 
replacement dwelling units and other dwelling units rehabilitated, 
developed, or constructed pursuant to subdivision (a) or (b) remain 
available at afford~ble housing cost to persons and families of low 
income, moderate income, and very low income households, 
respectively, for the longest feasible time, as determined by the 
agency, but for not less than the period of the land use controls 
established in the redevelopment plan, except to the extent a longer 
period of time may be required by other provisions oflaw. Ifland on 
which those dwelling units are located is deleted from the project 
area, the agency shall continue to require that those units remain 
affordable as specified in the previovs sentence. These requirements 
shall be made enforceable in the same manner as provided in 
subdivision (e) of Section 33334.3. 
(d) (1) This section applies only to redevelopment projects for 
which a final redevelopment plan is adopted pursuant to Artiele 5 
(commencing with Section 33360) on or 1fter January 1, 1976, and to 
areas which are added to a project area) by amendment to a final 
redevelopment plan adopted on or after January 1, 1976. In acldition, 
subdivision (a) shall apply ~o any other redevelopment project with 
respect to dwelling units destroyed Qr removed from the low- and 
moderate-income bol1sing market on or after January. 1, 1996, 
irrespective of the ~ate of adoption of a final redevelopment plan or 
an amendment to a final redevelopment plan adding areas to a 
project <lr~a. Additionally, any agency may, by resolution, elect to 
make all or part of the requirements of this section applicable to any 
redevelopment project of the agency for which the final 
redevelopment plan was adopted prior to January 1, 1976. 
(2) An agency may, by resolution, elect to require that whenever 
dwelling units housing persons or families of low or moderate income 
are destroyed or removed from the low-, and moderate-ir}come 
housing market as part of a redevelopment project, the agency shall 
replace each dwelling unit with up to two replacement dwelli11g 
units pursuant to subdivision (a). 1 (e) Except as otherwise authorized by law, this section does not 
authorize an agency to operate a rental housing development 
beyond the period reasonably necessary to sell or lease the housing 
development. · 
(f) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), the agency may replace 
destroyed or removed dwelling units with a fewer number of 
replacement dwelling units i(the replacement dwelling units meet 
both of the following criteria: 
(1) The total number of bedrooms in the replacement dwelling 
units equal or exceed the number of bedrooms in the destroyed or 
renioved units. Destroyed or removed units having one or no 
~ 
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bedroom are deemed for this purpose to have one bedroom. 
(2) The replacement units are affordable to the same income 
level of households as the destroyed or removed units. 
SEC. 6. Section 33418 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to 
read: 
33418. (~) An agency shall monitor, on an ongoing basi~, any 
housing affordable to persons and families of low or moderate 
income developed or otherwise made available purstiant to ·any 
provisions of this part. As part of this monitoring, an agency shall 
require owners or managers of the housing to submit an annual 
report to the agency. The annual reports shall include for each rental 
unit the rental rate and the income and family size of the occupants, 
and for each owner-occupied unit whether there was a change in 
ownership from the prior year and, if so; the income and family size 
of the new owners. The income information required by this section 
. shall be supplied by the tenant in a .certified statement on a form 
provided by ~he agency. 
(b) The data specified in subdivision (a) shall be obtained by the 
agency from owners and managers of the housing specified therein 
and current data shall be included in any reports required by law to 
be submitted to the Department of Housing and Community 
Development or the Controller. The information on income and 
family size that is required to be reported by the owner or manager 
shall be supplied by the tenant and shall be the only information on 
income or family size that the owner or manager shall be required 
to submit on his or her annual report to the agency. 
(c) The agency shall adequately fund its monitoring activities as 
needed to insure compliance of applicable laws and agreements in 
relation to affordable units. For purposes of defraying the cost of 
complying with the requirements of this section and the changes in 
reporting requirements of Section 33080.4 enacted by the act 
enacting this section, an agency may establish and impose fees upon 
owners of properties monitored pursuant to this section. 
SEC. 7. Section 33501.5 is added to the Health and Safety Code, 
to read: 
33501.5. In any judicial action specified in Section 33501 in which 
the validity of actions of the agency under Section 33334.2, 33334.3, 
or 33334.6 are in issue, the party initiating the judicial action or 
otherwise challenging the validity of those actions of the agency shall 
serve a copy of the cofnplaint or answer alleging that invalidity upon 
the Director of Housing and Community Development within 10 
days after filing that complaint or answer with the court. The court 
may render no judgn1ent in the matter or provide other permanent 
or provisional relief to any party until proof of service of the Director 
of I lousing and Community Development pursuant to this section 
has been submitted to the court. Nothing in this section shall be 
deemed to expand the scope of Section 33501. 
SEC. 8. The amendments made by Sections 1 and 2 of this act in 
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subdivision (a) of Section 25539.4 and subdivision (a) of Section 
37364 of the Government Code do not constitute a change in, but are 
declaratory of, the existing law and reflect the intent of the 
Legislature that these sections apply to all cases ·where cities or 
counties subsidize the development of housing through a direct 
financial contribution which involves a write-down of land costs. 
SEC. 9. Section 4.3 of this bill incorporates amendments to 
Section 33334.3 of the Healtl;t and Safety ~ode proposed by both this 
bill and AB 3358.;1t shall only become operative if (1) both bills are 
enacted and become effective on January 1, 1989, (2) each bill 
amends Section 33334:3 of the Health and Safety Code, ·and (3) this 
bill is enacted after AB 3358, in which case Section 4.2 of this bill shall 
not become operative. , 
SEC. 10. No reimbursement is required by this act pursuant to 
Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution because the 
·local agency or school district has the authqrity to. levy service 
charges, fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for the program or level 
of ~ervice mandated by this act. 
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Assembly Bill 4566 (Polanco/Ferguson) 
Status: Chapter 1565, Statutes of 1988 
AMENDED IN SENATE AUGUST 25, 1988 
AMENDED IN SENATE AUGUST 2, 1988 
AMENDED IN SENATE JUNE 23, 1988 
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 24, 1988 
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-1987-8/:l HEGULAH SESSION 
\SSEMBLY BILL No. 4566 
Introduced by Assembly Members Polanco and J<'erguson 
February 19, 1988 
An act to amend Section 34312.5 of, and to add 8eeHoa 
~4-::W Sections 33080.7, 33334.10, ~:md 33334.12 to, the Health 
·1d Safety Code, relating to redevelopment. 
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 
AB 4566, as amended, Polanco. Hedevelopment agencies: 
'•ousing obligations: housing authorities. 
(1) Under existing law, redevelopment agencies, with 
certain exceptions, are required to deposit 20% of property 
tax revenues allocated for redevelopment in a Low and 
Moderate Income Housing Fund, to be used to increase and 
improve the community's supply of low- and 
moderate-income housing. 
The bill would require redevelopment agencies with 
defined "excess surplus" in the Low and Moderate Income 
· ousing Fund to tffi:ot* tmti tmnually reviev; a t*an fef' u-se e.f 
,rte fftOHeys report thereon and to report any plan to use 
moneys in its Low mzd Moderate Income Housing Fund, as 
specified. The bill would require any redevelopment agency 
which €lees f1:Eit fttlet* er amend a t*an as fef:tuired by the etll 
er whieh fails to use the excess surplus within a prescribed 
~ ~riod to transfer these moneys to the l:l housing authority 
J)erating within the agency's jurisdiction or another public 
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agency exercising housing development powers within thf 
territorial jurisdiction of the agency for the uses specified by 
statute. For this purpose, county housing authorities would be 
authorized to operate within the jurisdiction of city 
redevelopment agencies in the county. 
The additional duties imposed by the bill on 
redevelopment agencies and housing authorities would 
constitute a state-mandated local program. 
(2) Under existing law, with certain exceptions, a county 
housing authority's area of operation is restricted to the 
unincorporated areas of the county and cities in the county in 
which the housing authority has not been activated. 
This bill would authorize a county housing authority to 
exercise its power in a city pursuant to a contract with the 
city's redevelopment agency funded from its Low and 
Moderate Income Housing Fund for the purpose of increasing 
or improving the city's supply of low- and moderate-income 
housing. 
(3) The California Constitution requires the state to 
reimburse local agencies and school districts for certain costs 
mandated by the state. Statutory provisions establisl 
procedures for making that reimbursement, including the 
creation of a State Mandates Claims Fund to pay the costs of 
mandates which do not exceed $500,000 statewide and other 
procedures for claims whose statewide costs exceed $500,000 
This bill would provide that, if the Commission on Statt 
Mandates determines that this bill contains costs mandated by 
the state, reimbursement for those costs shall be made 
pursuant to those statutory procedures and, if the statewide 
cost does not exceed $500,000, shall be made from the State 
Mandates Claims Fund. 
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes. 
State-mandated local program: yes. 
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The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 
SECTION 1. This act shall be known and may be 
cited as the Polanco-Ferguson Housing Assistance Act. 
SEC. 2. Section 33080.7 is added to the Health and 
Safety Code, to read: 
33080.7. Jtor puposes of compliance witl1 subdivision 
(c) of Section 33080.llmd in addition to the requirements 
of Section 33080.4, the description of the agency's 
activities shall identify the amount of excess surplus, as 
defined in Section33334.10, which has accumulated in the 
agency's Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund. Of 
the total excess surplus, the description shall also identify 
the amount that has <:wcnJed to the Low and Moderate 
Income Housing Fund during each fiscal year. This 
component of the annual repol't shall tdso include any 
pl<m required to be reported by subdivision (c) of Section 
33334.10. 
SEC. 3. Section 33334.10 is added to the Health and 
Safety Code, to read: 
33334.10. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this 
subdivision, not later than six months following the close 
of any fiscal year of an agency in which excess surplus 
accumulates in the agency's Low and Moderate Income 
Housing Fund, the agency tffl.ftH may adopt a plan 
pursuant to this section for expenditure of all moneys in 
the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund within five 
years from the end of that fiscal year. The plan may be 
general and need not be site-specific, but shall include 
objectives respecting the number and type of housing to 
be assisted, identification of the entities, which will 
administer the plan, alternative means of ensuring the 
affordability of housing units for the longest feasible time, 
as specified in subdivision (e) of Section 33334.3 the 
income groups to be tafgeted assisted, and a schedule by 
fiscal year for expenditure of the excess surplus. 
If tttt agency hftt7 tttt excess tmfplus ffi iffi bew t:lfttl 
Moderate Inemne Housing Ftttttl ftt the en:tl ef the 
agency's ftttettl yettr which includes Janua¥~' ±; !989; the 
IHWHCV shttH adop~ a pltttt for fHtnenditut'e thr:l'P:A+ 
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1 pursuan~ te this suhdh•isiOft ·.vi~hin si:!t months follov1in~ 
2 the elese ef thftt fuettl yetff; 
3 fat ~J:he agency shaH annually fcview the pltttt selettg 
4 as excess ~ t'emaiH:s ffi the bew tttttl Moderate 
5 fficome Housing ¥ttnd- t:lfttl tntty amend the pltttt ft'om 
6 -time te flffie ttS ei:t·eumstances change t:lfttl oppo¥tunities 
7 for assiatittg hotts:htg ft'om the bew tttttl Modet'a~e Income 
8 Housing l'tln:6 ttHse: H additional excess ~mfplus uccfues 
9 ffi the ~"' tttttl Modefate Income Houaing Ftm:tl 
10 subsequen-t te the fise.al yettf' specified ffi subdivision -fat; 
11 the pltttt shaH be amended, fief lftter tfta.tt six monlht:i 
12 feUowing the elese ef thftt fise.al yetH'; te provide for 
13 expenditm=e ef.' thftt additional excess sufplus within ffi..e 
14 yettf'S ft'om the en:tl ef the fise.al yettf' in which accrued ttttd 
15 geals shttH be established themfo:r ffi accofdane:e wi:tft 
16 subdivision -fat: 
17 -fet 
18 (b) The agency shall separately account for each 
19 excess surplus either as part of or in addition to a Low and 
20 Moderate Income Housing Fund. 
21 fdt :A eepy ef the ~ including a aehedule by fise.al 
22 yettr ef excess am·plus heM ffi tfte bew tttttl Moderate 
23 Income Housing Fund, shttH be included ffi the agency's 
24 annual t=epoft t·equiwd by :Article 6 (commencing wi:tft . 
25 Section .3.30801. 
26 -fer Ypon faih:tre ef the ageHcy flt te expend Of 
27 eHeumber tfte excess tmfplus vrithin tfte fft.<elyettr 
28 limitatioH estaaliahed ffi the ageHcy's pltttt Of -fBt te adopt 
29 Of amend a plaH for expendituw ef excess Sttl'f)lus ttS 
30 fequiwd ey ~ -fa?- Of fat \Vithin t-lte -time 
31 specified thewb~·, the agency tffl.ftH disbm'se tfte excess 
32 sufplus te tfte housing authofity opm·ating withia the 
33 (c) If the agency develops <1 plan for expenditure of 
34 excess surplus or otlwr moneys in the Low Imd Modenltt 
35 Income Housing Fimd, a copy of tlwt plcm and any 
36 amendments tl1ereto shall be included in the agency's 
37 anmml report required by Article 6 (commencing with 
38 Section 33080). 
39 SEC. 4. Section 33334.12 is added to the Health and 
40 Safety Code, to reud: 
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1 33334.12. (a) Upon failure oF the <lgency to expend or 
2 encumber excess swplus in tl1e Low and Nfoder<lte 
3 Income Housing Fund lVithin live years fi·orn tlw date tlle 
4 moneys become excess surplus, within the meaning 
5 defined in Section 33334.10, the agency shall disburse that 
6 excess surplus to the county housing authority or other 
7 housing authority operllting within the agency's 
8 jurisdiction or another public agency exercising housing 
9 development powers within the territorial jurisdiction of 
lO the agency in accordance with subdivision -ff)- (b). The 
1 1 housing authority shall utilize the moneys for the 
12 purposes and subject to the same restrictions as 
13 applicable to the redevelopment agency under this part, 
14 and for that purpose may exercise all of the powers of a 
15 housing authority under Part 2 (commencing with 
J 6 Section 34200) to the extent not inconsistent with these 
17 limitations. 
18 Notwithstanding Section 34209 or any other provision 
19 of law, for the purpose of accepting a transfer of, and 
20 using, moneys pursuant to this section, the housing 
21 authority of a county may exercise its powers within the 
22 territorial jurisdiction of a city redevelopment agency in 
23 the county. 
24 -(f)- +he amount ef exce::ls ~ttS vthich shall ae 
25 tf'ansfefwd t:e the housing authority because ef failufe ef 
26 the agency ffi timely ~ er arnetid a t*an as requiwd 
27 By subdivision w sftall ae the amount e.f Sttrf7lus fhttt. 
28 would ha-ve Seett subject ffi the t*an er t*an amendment. 
29 +he 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
;J9 
~ 40 
(c) The amount of excess surplus which shall be 
transferred to the housing authority because of failure of 
the agency to expend or encumber excess surplus within 
five years shall be the amount of the excess surplus that 
is not so expended or encumbered. 
-fgt 
(d) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit 
any authority a redevelopment agency may have under 
other provisions of this part to contract with a housing 
authority for increasing or improving the community's 
supply of low- and moderate-income housing. 
AB 4566 
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2 (e) For purposes of this section: 
3 (1) "Excess surplus" means any unexpended and 
4 unencumbered amount in an agency's Low and 
5 Moderate Income Housing Fund that exceeds the greater 
6 of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) or the 
7 aggregate amount deposited into the Low and Moderate 
8 Income Housing Fund pursuant to Sections 33334.2 and 
9 33334.6 during the agency's preceding five fiscal years. 
10 (2) Moneys shall be deemed encumbered if 
11 committed pursuant to a legally enforceable contract or 
12 agreement for expenditure for purposes specified in 
13 Section 33334.2 or 33334.3. 
14 ~& 
15 SEC. 5. Section 34312.5 of the Health and Safety Code 
16 is amended to read: 
17 34312.5. (a) An authority may provide leased 
18 housing to persons of low income throughout the county 
19 in which it operates, except: 
20 (1) No commitment to provide leased housing outside 
21 the area of operation may be made in advance of 
22 construction without approval of the local governing 
23 body of the city or, if an unincorporated area, the county 
24 with jurisdiction of the site of construction; and 
25 (2) Leased housing may not be provided within the 
26 area of operation of another authority if the local 
27 governing body of the other authority disapproves in 
28 advance. 
29 (b) An authority may contract with the 
30 redevelopment agency of any city within the county to 
31 exercise its powers in the city pursuant to a contract with 
32 the redevelopment agency funded from the 
33 redevelopment agency's Low and Moderate Income 
34 Housing Fund for the purpose of increasing or improving 
35 the city's supply of low- and moderate-income housing. 
36 ~4~ 
37 !:)'EC. 6. Notwithstanding Section 17610 of the 
38 Government Code, if the Commission on State Mandates 
39 determines that this act contains costs mandated by the 
40 state, reimbursement to local agencies and school 
w 
0 
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1 districts for those costs shall be made pursuant to Part 7 
2 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4 of Title 
3 2 of the Government Code. If the statewide cost of the 
4 claim for reimbursement does not exceed five hundred 
5 thousand dollars ($500,000), reimbursement shall be 
6 made from the State Mandates Claims Fund. 
................... &- .. &-·' ..~..~:.. ....,~ '.'-v.t.l '--'-!~!_ 
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AMENDED IN SENATE JUNE 27, 1988 
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 9, 1988 
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 16, 1988 
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-1987-88 REGULAR SESSION 
ASSEMBLY BILL No. 4281 
Introduced by Assembly Member Cortese 
February 19, 1988 
An act to add Chapter 10 (commencing with Section 33900) 
to Part 1 of Division 24 of the Health and Safety Code, relating 
to development districts. 
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 
AB 4281, as amended, Cortese. Alternative 
redevelopment: development districts. 
(1) Under existing law, redevelopment agencies may 
finance redevelopment of areas meeting prescribed 
standards of blight through the use of so-called tax-increment 
financing, pursuant to which increases in tax revenues in a 
redevelopment project area are allocated to the 
redevelopment agency to pay the principal and interest on 
indebtedness incurred to finance or refinance the 
redevelopment project. This method of financing 
redevelopment is specifically authorized by Section 16 of 
Article XVI of the California Constitution. 
This bill would authorize the use of tax-increment 
financing, in areas ineligible for designation as a 
redevelopment project under existing law, to finance public 
improvements and facilities in development districts that 
~ would be created and administered in a manner similar to 
r~development projects. The bill would preclude designation 
of development districts in areas eligible for designation as 
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redevelopment projects and would preclude overlapping 
between redevelopment projects and development districts. 
The bill would, however, not preclude formation of a 
redevelopment project in the same territory as a 
development district upon dissolution thereof and would not 
preclude assumption of the indebtedness of the development 
district by the redevelopment project in those cases. The 
criteria for designation of a development district would be the 
inability to develop the area with an economically feasible 
project consistent with the local general plan due to 
inadequacy of public improvements and facilities in the area, 
which cannot be remedied by the private sector or by 
available public programs or funds, including the 
establishment of a benefit assessment district. The bill would 
require tax-increment revenues that are not pledged for the 
development district or to affected taxing agencies, as 
specified, to be deposited in the redevelopment agency's Low 
and Moderate Income Housing Fund. 
Under the bill affected taxing agencies could, and school 
and community college districts would be required to, receive 
that portion of the tax increment resulting from tax rate 
increases and increases in the base assessment roll :due to 
inflation adjustments permitted under Article XIII A of the 
California Constitution. Affected taxing agencies, as 
prescribed, could veto the formation of a development 
district prior to its formation. Since the allocation of tax 
revenues for city development districts would be performed 
by county officials, the bill would impose a state-mandated 
local program. However, the bill would authorize counties to 
recoup these costs from development districts. 
(2) The California Constitution requires the state to 
reimburse local agencies and school districts for certain costs 
mandated by the state. Statutory provisions establish 
procedures for making that reimbursement. 
This bill would provide that no reimbursement is required 
by this act for a specified reason. 
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes. 
State-mandated local program: yes. 
w 
V) 
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The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 
1 SECTION 1. Chapter 10 (commencing with Section 
2 33900) is added to Part 1 of Division 24 of the Health and 
3 Safety Code, to read: 
4 
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CHAPTER 10. DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS 
Article 1. General Provisions 
33900. The Legislature finds and declares that Section 
16 of Article XVI of the California Constitution authorizes 
redevelopment plans adopted in accord with the 
Community Redevelopment Law Act to contain a 
provision dividing property tax revenues which are 
derived from the redevelopment project area. 
33901. The Legislature further finds and declares that 
development of certain lands cannot occur because of the 
lack of public improvements and facilities and because 
existing governmental assistance together with private 
investment and assistance are insufficient to cause 
development which is consistent with the community's 
general plan economically feasible. 
33902. The Legislature further finds and declares that 
it is equitable and in the public interest to provide 
alternative procedures for the adoption of 
redevelopment plans and the establishment of 
redevelopment projects which distinguish between 
redevelopment projects which include predominantly 
urbanized areas and redevelopment projects which 
include areas which are not primarily urbanized. 
33903. The Legislature further finds and declares 
that, as used in this chapter and for the purposes of 
Section 16 of Article XVI of the California Constitution, 
"development plan" means a redevelopment plan and 
"development district" means a redevelopment project. 
33904. Within a development district established by 
ordinance an agency may exercise all the powers granted 
to an agency under this part, except the power of 
eminent domain and except as otherwise specifically 
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1 provided in the development plan. 
2 33905. The boundaries of a development district and 
3 project area, as defined in Section 33320.1, shall not 
4 overlap. Nothing in this section shall, however, preclude 
5 the creation of a project area upon dissolution of a 
6 development district or assumption by a redevelopment 
7 project of the obligations of a development district upon 
8 dissolution thereof, where not inconsistent with other 
9 applicable provisions of this part. 
10 A development district shall not be established 
11 pursuant to this chapter for any area that meets the 
12 criteria for designation as a project area, as defined in 
13 Section 33320.1. 
14 33906. It is the intent of the Legislature that 
15 development districts be created only in areas that are 
16 substantially undeveloped, and the establishment of a 
17 district should not ordinarily lead to the removal of 
18 existing dwelling units. If, however, any dwelling units 
19 are proposed to be removed or destroyed in the course 
20 of private development or public works construction 
21 within the area of the district, the legislative body shall, 
22 in addition to providing any relocation assistance 
23 required by the provisions of Chapter 16 (commencing 
24 with Section 7260) of Division 7 of Title 1 of the 
25 Government Code, within four years of the removal or 
26 destruction, cause or require the construction or 
27 rehabilitation, for rental or sale to persons or families of 
28 low or moderate income, of an equal number of 
29 replacement dwelling units at affordable housing cost, as 
30 defined in Section 50052.5, within the territory of the 
31 district. 
32 Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, a 
33 district may finance any work or make any payment 
34 required to satisfy the requirements of this section. 
35 
36 Article 2. Definitions 
37 
38 33910. '"Affected school entities" means the school 
39 entities, as defined in subdivision (f) of Section 95 of the 
40 Revenue and Taxation Code, each of which is an affected 
'-'> 
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taxing entity as defined in Section 33911. 
33911. "Affected taxing entity" means any 
governmental taxing agency which levied or had levied 
on its behalf a property tax on all or a portion of the 
property located in the proposed development district in 
the fiscal year prior to the designation of a development 
district. 
33911. 
33912. "Development district" means an area which 
does not meet the requirements of a project area as 
defined in Section 33320.1 and which cannot be 
developed with a project which is both economically 
feasible and consistent with the community's general 
plan because of inadequate public improvements and 
facilities that cannot be remedied either by the private 
sector or existing programs or funds of the public sector 
including, but not limited to, the establishment of a 
benefit assessment district, or any available local, state, or 
federal assistance. 
Article 3. Preparation and Adoption of Development 
Plans 
33920. A legislative body may designate one or more 
proposed development districts comprised of all or part 
of a survey area which has been established pursuant to 
Section 33311. The resolution designating the proposed 
development district shall contain all of the following: 
(a) A map and description of the boundaries of the 
proposed development district in sufficient detail to 
comply with the provisions of Section 33327. 
(b) The proposed last equalized assessment roll. 
(c) Direction to the agency to prepare a plan and a 
report pursuant to Section 33923. 
33921. The legislative body shall send a copy of the 
resolution to the agency. The agency shall send copies of 
the resolution to the officials enumerated in Section 33327 
and to an official of each affected taxing entity. 
33922. After receipt of a copy of the resolution 
transmitted pursuant to Section 33921, the county 
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officials charged with the responsibility of preparing a 
report pursuant to Section 33328 shall prepare and 
deliver to the agency a report which complies with that 
section. For purposes of preparing the report required by 
this section, the term "project area," as used in Section 
33328, shall mean development district. 
33923. After receipt of a copy of the resolution 
designating a development district, the agency shall 
prepare a proposed development plan and a report to the 
affected taxing entites. 
(a) The development plan shall include all of the 
following: 
( 1) A map and legal description of the proposed 
development district which may include all or a portion 
of the development district designated by the legislative 
body. 
(2) A land use map. 
(3) A description of the development proposed within 
the development district including, but not limited to, 
the use, intensity, and timing of the development. 
( 4) A description of the total public improvements 
and facilities required to serve the development 
including those to be provided by the private sector, 
those to be provided by governmental entities without 
assistance under this chapter, and those public 
improvements and facilities requiring assistance from the 
proposed development district. The description shall 
include the proposed location, timing, and costs of the 
public improvements and facilities. 
(5) A financing section which shall contain all of the 
following information: 
(A) The method of financing of the public 
improvements and facilities, including the use of bonds, 
if any. 
(B) A copy of the provisions set forth in Section 33670. 
(C) A projection of taxes to be received by the agency, 
and a description of their proposed use. 
(D) A limit on the total number of dollars of taxes 
which may be divided and allocated to the agency 
pursuant to the plan. 
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1 (E) A time limit on the establishment of indebtedness. 
2 (6) A time limit on the effectiveness of the plan. 
3 (7) A feasible method or plan for the relocation of 
4 families and persons displaced from the project area, if 
5 the development plan may result in the temporary or 
6 permanent displacement of any occupants of housing 
7 facilities in the development district. 
8 (b) The report shall include all of the following 
9 information: 
I 0 ( 1) An analysis of the infrastructure costs and the 
11 financing plan which explains in detail why the 
12 infrastructure cannot be provided by the private or the 
13 public sectors without the assistance of a development 
14 district. 
15 (2) The projected fiscal impact of the establishment of 
16 the development district and the subsequent 
17 development upon each affected taxing entity. 
18 33924. The development plan and report shall be sent 
19 to each affected taxing entity together with any report 
20 required by the California Environmental Quality Act, 
21 Division 13 (commencing with Section 21000) of the 
22 Public Resources Code and shall be made available for 
23 public inspection. The report shall also be sent to the 
24 planning commission and the legislative body of the 
25 community. 
26 33925. The agency shall consult with each affected 
27 taxing entity, and, at the request of any affected taxing 
28 entity, shall meet with representatives of an affected 
29 taxing entity. Any affected taxing entity may suggest 
30 revisions to the plan or the report to other affected taxing 
31 entities. 
32 33926. Within 30 days after the development plan and 
33 report to the affected taxing entities is submitted to the 
34 planning commission for consideration, the planning 
35 commission shall make a report and recommendation on 
36 the plan to the legislative body which shall include a 
37 report on the consistency of the development plan with 
38 the community's general plan. If the planning 
3U commission does not report upon the development plan 
o.., 40 within 30 days after its submission by the agency, the 
()\ 
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1 planning commission shall be deemed to have waived its 
2 report and recommendations concerning the plan and 
3 the legislative body may thereafter approve the plan 
4 without the report and recommendations of the planning 
5 commission. 
6 33927. (a) The legislative body shall call a public 
7 hearing prior to adopting the proposed development 
8 plan. The public hearing shall be called no sooner than 60 
9 days after the development plan and the report to the 
10 taxing entities have been sent to each affected taxing 
11 entity. Notice of the public hearing shall be given by 
12 publication not less than once a week for four successive 
13 weeks in a newspaper of general circulation published in 
14 the community in which the development district lies. 
15 The notice shall specifically describe the boundaries of 
16 the proposed development district and state the day, 
17 hour, and place where any persons having any objections 
18 to the proposed development plan, or the regularity of 
19 any of the prior proceedings, may appear before the 
20 legislative body and object to the adoption of the 
21 proposed development plan by the legislative body. 
22 · (b) Copies of the notice shall be mailed to the last 
23 known assessee of each parcel of land in the area 
24 designated in the development plan, at the assessee's last 
25 known address as shown on the last equalized assessment 
26 roll of the county, or to the owner of each parcel of land 
27 within those boundaries as ownership is shown on the 
28 records of the county recorder 30 days prior to the date 
29 the notice is published. 
30 33928. At the hour set in the notice required by 
31 Section 33927, the legislative body shall proceed to hear 
32 and pass upon all written and oral objections. Before 
33 adopting the development plan, the legislative body shall 
34 consider the report of the agency, the recommendation• 
35 of the planning commission, the recommendations, if 
36 any, of any affected taxing entities, and all evidence and 
37 testimony for and against the adoption of the 
38 development plan. 
39 33929. The legislative body shall not enact an 
40 ordinance adopting a development plan if the 
()> 
'(}' 
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1 development plan has been disapproved by resolution 
2 adopted by either the governing bodies of affected taxing 
3 entities which receive 50 percent or more of the tax 
4 revenues from the area within the development district, 
5 or the governing bodies of affected school entities which 
6 receive 12 percent or more of the tax revenues from the 
7 area within the development district, or the governing 
8 body of tt an affected taxing entity which receives -1-6 12 
9 percent or more of the tax revenues from the area within 
10 the development district. 
11 33930. The agency may enter into an agreement with 
12 any affected taxing entity providing for the use of tax 
13 increment moneys, implementation of the development 
14 plan, or provision of public improvements and facilities, 
15 including an agreement to pay, return, or not receive all 
16 or a portion of a taxing agency's property taxes which 
17 otherwise would be allocated to the agency pursuant to 
18 Section 33670. However, if an agency agrees to pay, 
19 return, or not receive all or a portion of those property 
20 taxes to an affected taxing agency, the agency shall pay 
21 to all affected taxing agencies the same portion of 
22 property taxes which it has agreed to pay, return, or not 
23 receive from that affected taxing agency. An allocation of 
24 tax revenues pursuant to Section 33676 shall not be 
25 deemed an agreement to pay, return, or not receive 
26 property taxes. 
27 33930.5. Any taxes specified in subdivision (b) of 
28 Section 33670 that are produced by property in a 
29 development district and are not (a) pledged to pay the 
30 principal of, or interest on, indebtedness incurred to 
31 finance or refinance the development district or (b) 
32 allocated to affected taxing agencies pursuant to Section 
33 33930 or 33941, shall be deposited in the agency's Low and 
34 Moderate Income Housing Fund and shall be used for the 
35 purposes specified by Section 33334.3. The obligation to 
36 deposit these moneys in the Low and Moderate Income 
37 Housing Fund shall continue until expiration of the plan, 
38 subject to the plan's limitation on indebtedness, and is 
39 hereby declared to be an indebtedness of the 
40 development district. 
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1 33931. The legislative body, by ordinance, may adopt 
2 a development plan. The ordinance shall contain all of 
3 the following: 
4 (a) The development plan incorporated by reference. 
5 (b) The findings and determinations of the legislative 
6 body that: 
7 ( 1) The governing bodies of affected taxing entities 
8 who receive 50 percent or more of the tax increment, or 
9 the governing bodies of affected school entities which 
10 receive 12 percent or more of the tax increment, or the 
11 governing body of any taxing entity which receives -1-6 12 
12 percent or more of the tax increment, have not 
13 disapproved the development plan. 
14 (2) The development plan is consistent with the 
15 general plan of the community. 
16 (3) The development of the area could not occur 
17 consistent with the general plan without the use of 
18 revenues from the development districts. 
19 (4) The agency shall not provide or assist in the 
20 provision of streets, sidewalks, utilities, or other 
21 improvements under the development plan which an 
22 owner or developer of the site would otherwise be 
23 obliged to provide. 
24 (5) The agency has a feasible method or plan for the 
25 relocation of families and persons displaced from the 
26 development district, if the development plan may result 
27 in the temporary or permanent displacement of any 
28 occupants of housing facilities in the development 
29 district. 
30 33932. After the adoption of the ordinance adopting a 
31 development plan, the clerk of the community shall 
32 comply with the requirements of Section 33375. 
33 
34 Article 4. Financing 
35 
36 33940. The provisions of Sections 33670 to 33679, 
37 inclusive, shall govern the allocation and payment of tax 
38 increment moneys from within the development district 
39 to the agency. For purposes of this chapter, the term 
40 "redevelopment plan," used in Sections 33670 to 33679, 
t,.> 
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1 inclusive, shall mean development plan and the term 
2 "redevelopment project" as used in those sections shall 
3 mean development district. 
4 33941. Prior to the adoption by the legislative body of 
5 a development plan, any affected taxing agency may 
6 elect, and every school and community college district 
7 shall elect, to be allocated, in addition to the portion of 
8 taxes allocated to the affected taxing agency pursuant to 
9 subdivision (a) of Section 33670, all or any portion of the 
10 tax revenues allocated to the agency pursuant to 
11 subdivision (b) of Section 33670 attributable to one or 
12 both of the following: ( 1) increases in the rate of tax 
13 imposed for the benefit of the taxing agency which levy 
14 occurs after the tax year in which the ordinance adopting 
15 the development plan becomes effective; or (2) increases 
16 in the assessed value of the taxable property in the 
17 development district as such assessed value is established 
18 by the assessment roll last equalized prior to the effective 
19 date of the ordinance adopting the development plan 
20 pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 33670, which are, 
21 or otherwise would be, calculated annually pursuant to 
22 subdivision (f) of Section 110.1 of the Revenue and 
23 Taxation Code. 
24 39942. Counties may charge development districts for 
25 allocating tax revenues for purposes of this article as 
26 provided in Section 33675. 
27 SEC. 2. No reimbursement is required by this act 
28 pursuant to Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California 
29 Constitution because the local agency or school district 
30 has the authority to levy service charges, fees, or 
31 assessments sufficient to pay for the program or level of 
32 service mandated by this act. 
0 
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